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PREFACE

\,THE SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM

'k During the program, research and development was conducted

for space hardening the Raytheon SS-219 miniature Ndtj YAG

system, to. be able to operate'in a ground launched satellite.

) Study was conducted to identify and eliminate all sources of

laser degradation resulting from the space environment with

special consideration of the radiation conditions as they exist at an

altitude of 666 nautical miles and the shock and vibrational environ-

merit (mechan;cal and acoustical) encountered during the launch period.

3) Investigation s o u g h t ways of reduc' ing and minimizing the electrical

power drain required by the Laser System.

4) Development of thermal control was attempted, to make the

Laser System compatible with the Spacecraft radiational cooling.

BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE PROGRAM ,

The basic Raytheon Model SS-219 was described and the specifications

r of the Laser Transmitter, such as size, weight and performance were

reported. Radiation tests were conducted on the Laser Crystal and the

passive Q-Switch. The tests indicated, that the Laser Crystal will not

I suffer adverse consequences from the radiation, but the matrix imbedded

dye Q-switch will.

A brief treatment of the various Q-switches and optical elements, with

some recommendations and exclusions, established the basic guidelines

for further studies and the design of the space-hardened Laser Transmitter.

I The study included such topics as general interferometer stability, internally

generated perturbances, external perturbations and their effects on the

I' laser stability.

Further study covered the Laser Crystal parameters such as the effect of

the Neodymium concentration, spectrum matching, reflectivity and pump-

ing efficiency and mode structure details. These parameters permitted

the finalization of the Laser Crystal characteristics, the pumping lamp

r eqairements and cavity geometry.

. .



After the design of the final space hardened laser transmitter and

the study of the mechanical subassemblies terminated, the drawings

were released for fabrication. Detailed description of the mechanics

of the SS-219 optical system was presented and the applicable details
for the conversion of the SS-219 into SS-223 were highlighted. The

problems of the existing mechanical suspens ions for optical elements

were described in detail and conclusions were drawn that the need for

an unconventional but super stable optical mounting system was evi-

dent. A detailed analysis of the problems was presented and solution

to the problems was suggested by the use of a Ball-Socket Joint

Optical Suspension.System.

The program continued with the detailed study of tie final

layout of the SS-223 opto-mechanical parts, including the housing,

PFN, outlets and the complete laser resonator.

The final phase of the program dealt with the electronic space

hardening of the SS-223 system. Radiation hazards were studied

and reported, and the necessary precautions were taken. The

achievement of low power drain and low cooling requirements 'Was

successful.

The program ended with the summary of the final tests and measure-

ments at the acceptance, and the composition of this final report.

.......
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Since the first successful demonstration of a working laser by

Theodore Maiman in 1960, Raytheon LADC was leading the very

early effort in the manufacture of laboratory laser systems.

A great number of gas and solid state lasers were constructed and

placed in various scientific research centers by Raytheon Company.

The past decade presented a great opportunity for continuous improve-

ment of the performance of such lasers.

Presently, LADC manufactures a broad line of Solid State

Lasers. Our standard line of products features Ruby and YAG

lasers and laser accessories such as Polarizers, Q-Switches,

Harmonic Generators and mode control optics.

Our Ruby Lasers operate with efficiency of over 1% at repetition

rates up to 10 pulses per second with average output power of 20W.

The YAG lasers deliver several joules per pulse at efficiency over

2'3- in millisecond pulses.
_ Nd+3

The present SS-219 miniature Nd YAG Laser System was developed for

test trial use in limited field environment, by an operator holding the

"equipment in his hands or to be fixed to a tripod.

- 1SPECIFICATIONS SS-219

ptcal1

Laser Crystal Material: LuNd+ 3 YAG

Size: 5 mm dia. x 50 mm long

Weight: .25 oz.

Finish: Ends 1/10th of A flat - 3 sec. of arc parallel

Side Fine ground
-pr
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Output Optics: Front end of the crystal 5501%

reflective at 1.06 p MgO-SiO
super hard multi-layer, dielectric.
Back end AR - .25% reflective.
Magnesium Floride, single layer.

Retro-Optics Back Mirror:

Size: 1/4" thick 1/2" diameter

Material: Supersil, 10 meter, 1/10 X
radius mirror.

Coating: 100% reflective at 1.06 )a MgO-SiO
super hard multi-layer, dielectric.

Weight: .1 oz.

Polarizer Size: 8 mm x 8 mm; 10 mm long

Material: Select optical calcite

Coating: AR-AR; .25% reflective
Magnesium Floride single layer.

Weight: .08 oz.

Pockels Cell: V
Size: 8mm x 8mmx 25mm long

Material: Lithium Niobate j
Finish: 1/10 flat - 3 sec. parallel

Coating: AR-AR .25% reflective
Magnesium Floride single layer

Weight: .95 oz.

Flash Lamp; L-1454 Envelope: Germisil 1 mm t:Ack wall tubing

Electrodes: Tungsten-Thoriated

Seal: Graded U. glass

Plasma dia: 3 mm

Length: 44.44 mm

Gas fill: Krypton

Gas pressure: 1500 Torr

End Caps: 4.76 mm dia.; 12.7 mm long

Lamp length: 96mm 'I.,
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Cavity Reflector:
Surface finished: per ESL-61125 Optical Silver

Electrical

Input Power: mrin. 18 VDC
Z.Z ADC
- 950 Sec. charging time

max. 32 VDC
3.3 A

450 sec. charging time
Trigger Voltage: 16-20 kilovolts
5eries injection: 50 microseconds

PFN Capacitor: 20 rnicrofarads
1000 VDC

Eneergy: 10 joules

Pulse length-, 110 microseconds

Q-switch voltacge: 2400 VDC

switch speed:. at 2 nS

Logic Voltage: 15 VDC
High noise immunity logic

Logic System: All integrated circuit

Clock System: HF unijunction oscillators (adjustable)

Alternate input: 115 VAC 50-60 Hz 25 Watts

Mechanical

Laser head:
Size: 1. 125" x .25", 6.75"i
Material: 6062 aluminum hard drawn brass
Weight: 10 oz.

-



Total Transmitter:
Size: 2" x 3.25" x 7"

Weight: 3 lbs.

Performance

Output: 50 millijoules

Pulse Width (Q-switched) 10-15 nS

Beam Divergence 5 mr (nominal) I

Repetition Rate: 1 pps

Trigger: manual
auto rep.
external

Ambient: _40° +50oC

Enclosure: dust proofA

P. M. I.: shielded; min.

This system served as starting point for the study, investigations,

research and development. Design and final fabrication and testing of

the new space hardened miniature Nd+3 YAG Laser System bearing the

model number SS-223 will follow in the next reporting period.
(See pictures #1 and #2)

I 2 Space Hardening Considerations

The space hardened SS-223 system must survive two major environ-

mental conditions.

First, the initial launching and insertion into orbit; second, the full

expected life span in the zero-gravity in the rarified atmosphere.

Structurally, the design must take into consideration opto-mechanical

functions and electronic circuit functions, as they are exposted to I
launching and space environments. (See attached chart for critical areas.)

Ijll .- 4-
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1.3 Study and Conclusions

Certain component characteristics of the space hardened laser system are

determine d by the functional requirements of the laser. Such com-

ponents are; the Nd+3 YAG laser crystal, the Glan-Laser Calcite

polarizer, the Lithium Niobate Pockels cell and the dielectric coated

mirrors in the resonator. At the present state of the art, no alternates

are available in place of these components.

Possible alternate for the Nd+3 YAG would be the Nd-glass, but this L

material has poor thermal characteristics and lower hardness and

mechanical stability than YAG. Another possible alternate would be

YALO host material for the Nd-doping, but at present time the crystalI. growing technology does not produce reliable crystals and the ever-

present twining tendency of the VALO host increases the risk factor
beyond safe level.

The dielectric coatings have a safe past record in space application

and if produced and inspected properly, the risk factor is very low.

Alternate to Electro-Optical 'IQ" switching is the Opto-Mechanical or

an Opto-Chemical "Q" switch.

The opto-chemical (dye) "Q" switch in the solution form is not

recommended for vacuum operation and the plastic matrix embedded

dye cells do not possess proven long term stability. This leads us to n
believe that eithe.r one would be a poor chiice for the space environment.

During the present study, samples of several Plastic "Q" switches

and liquid "Q" switches were exposed to radiation of various levels

and the results are tabulated with the results of Nd+3 YAG radiation

experiments.

All the radiation tests were conducted in an LC-42 series cavity
which is presently used in the SS-219 system (see picture #3).

-8-
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The radiation test of the laser crystal was conducted on an Nd+3 YAG

sample of dimension as follows:

Diameter: 5 millimeters + . 05

Length: 52 millimeters + . I
Dopant Level: approximately 1. 1•c

Side: fine ground

Faces: Flat to 1/10 X parallel to 1 sec.
antireflection coated at 1.06 microns
on both faces.

Before irradiation, a TWYMAN-GREENE photograph was taken of the

crystal. The picture indicated a poor quality crystal of about 2 fringes

per inch and a strong color center at one place. We selected a poor quality

crystal to reduce the financial risk involved in the case of total destruc-

tion during the irradiaticn testing.

The crystal was placed into the LC-42 pumping cavity and a selected

pilot Xenon flashlamp (XFX-l25-C-175) was installed into the same.

The pumping cavity was placed into a 12-inch long re sonator, contain-

ing a HR (99. 5% reflectivity) and an MR (45% reflectivity) pair of mirrors

coated for 1.06 microns. The flashlamp was pumped from a single

stage C-L network, where the C was set at 50 microfarads and the L

was represented by the saturated inductance of the series injection

trigger, transformer. The lamp impedance was extrapolated at

1. 5 ohms.

The discharged network produced a 120 microsecond current pulse in

the lamp. Measurements were taken of the input output characteristics

of the laser, from zero to 25 joules input. Picture #4 indicates the

input-output characteristics of the laser (solid line) before and

(broken line) after irradiation.

t..Aer several attempts to optimize the alignment, the results indicated

that optimum alignment was achieved and the recorded E. in E. out

curve is the best obtainable.

-10-
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The Effect of Irradiation on the Output of Nd+3 YAG Crystal

Picture #4
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After this test, the entire pumping cavity was shipped to NRL

Laboratory in Washington, where Dr. S. Melman exposed the same

to radiation at 5500 rad. level. "

After the irradiation, the unit was shipped back to our laboratory at

LADC, and the tests were repeated. The cavity was placed into the

same resonator as the first time, and the output of the laser was

maximized by repeated realignments.

As indicated on the-picture (#4), in comparison with thr. nonradiated

measurements, the output of the radiated crystal was considerably

improved.

To verify the possibility of further improvement of the laser crystal,

the cavity was sent back to NRL and was re-exposed to additional

radiatior,. After the return of the cavity to LADC, we have repeated

again the same measurements, but no further improvement of the

laser crystal was noticed, and therefore no further radiation tests

were made We have concluded, that no detrimental effect is

induced into the laser crystai by simulated radiation of the levels

expected at 666 nautical miles. (See Picture #5)

The radiation tests were conducted on the plastic "Q" switch cell and

they indicated what the plastic cell bleached out at relatively low

radir.tion levels. The liquid dye cell was sbjected to radiation levels

of 100-200-500-1000-1000 and 5500 rad. leveis. All the tests were

cnrducted on the same pilot soluticri tbaL'- was normalized to 20 milli-

joules switching level a ý 5 millimeter aperture. All samples were

tested anid z.ll Prodctd the same output. We concluded that the

plastic cell wiU not be suitable for the space laser and the liquid Q" "

switch dye cell, will survive the rc.diation, but due to the fact that the cell

contains a dye, whose long term characteristics are as yet unknown,

we examined the thi rd alternative; the opto-mechanical "Q" switch.

The main problem areas on this type of "Q" switch are in the

beariag lubricant diffusion, the generation of debris in the collector-

brush area and mainly, the short life expectancy of the driving motor
(5000 hours). None of these characteristics is desirable for a

satellite born laser. -12-
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2 .0 THE SPACE HARDENING OF THE LASER INTERFEROMETER

2. 1 Stabilit?

In Laser interferometers, stability is of primary importance.

Stability of an interferometer is d4etermined by a wide variety of conditions,

that lead to reliable and repeatable operation. A practical interferometer

or resonator is exposed to a considerable amount of variations of ambient

temperature, mechanical, acoustical and thermal shock, generated by the

resonator and tM. surrounding environment. The influence of these environ-

mental conditions can cause changes in the structure of the resonator and the

optical elements attached to the structure. In an ideal optical system, all the

changes induced by external. perturbations should be minimal, or preferably none.

The space hardening of the laser should start with the examination of the stability

requirements.
2.2 General Interferometer Stability

A basic in:erferometer is determined by two optically reflect-

ing surfaces, held in s ich a relative position, that a wave of electro-

magnetic radiation can freely travel between the reflecting surfaces in an

oscillatory mode. These surfaces can be either plano parallel or can

possess curvatures.

As long as the reflecting surfaces do not change relative

positions (alignment), the wave front will oscillate until the absorption losses

and radiationconsume all the energy represented by the wave disturbance.

If the alignment is disturbed, the wave front will not be reflected back into

the resonator and therefore oscillations cannot be sustained. If a Laser

Crystal is placed between the two aligned reflecting surfaces, the inter-

ferometer becomes a Laser interferometer, also called a Laser resonator.

The stability requirements no longer apply only to the reflect-

ing surfaces of the resonator (mirrors) but also to the Laser Crystal

and any further optical elements (polarizer, Pockels Cell, etc.) placed

between the reflecting surfaces, since the presence or change in position

or orientation of the optical elements will alter the alignment of the K
resonator.

-14-



The gene -al stability o' the rcsonator cat. perturbed

momentai ily or permanently. "empo -Ary perturbanct. s caused by

a shock, not exceed-ag the rr oduius of elasticity of the materials

involved. If the modulus of elabticity is exceeded or the connections

between the elements are interrupted, permanent failure and mis-

alignment of the resonator will result.

In practical Laser resonators, a negligible amount of

snort term perturbance is always present in the form of vibrations

and shocks. Pulsed laser resonators are more susceptible to the

short term perturbances. Continuoue Wave Laser Resonators are

more prone to long term variations.

2.3 Internally Generated Perturbances

The internally generated shocks and vibrations in a

Pulsed Laser Resonator originate in the pumping cavity. The pumping

cavity can have a variety of well-defined enclosures such as a circular

cylinder, elliptical cylinder, an ellipsoidal, an integrating sphere or a

close-coupled flattened cylinder. The enclosure contains the Lasing

Crystal and the flashlamp or lamps. The construction of the pumping

cavity requires a good seal and solid mount between the cylindrical

center and the end plates. The flashlamp carries up to a thousand

amperes current in the contained plasma. The sudden current pulse

of such high magnitude produces an acoustical shock wave that

reverberates the entire resonator introducing vibrations into the

structure, holding the aligned mirrors and all the optical elements
contained in the resonator. The second main shock source is the

instantaneous thermal expansion of the air (or nitrogen) inside the
"- pumping cavity. The third main source of the vibrations is the induc- [

tion of Focault Currents into the pumping cavity walls. The plasma

inside the pumping cavity acts as a single turn conductor and the cavity

walls act as a shorted turn. The current induced into the walls of the

pumping cavity, acts upon the magnetic field generated by the plasma

of the flashlamp, and causes the cavity walls to move across the mag-

netic field.

-15-



The pumping cavity excited phonons couple into the

optical supports and reverberate the resonator. The phonon and

photon coupled energy also causes the Lasing Crystal to reverberate.

The crystal will flex and create an instantaneous mechanical deforma-

tion of the crystal matrix structure.

The effect of vibrations and shocks is the modulation of the

p ath length (gain path) and the angular displacement of the beam.

(see picture number 6 )

2. 4 Gain Path Modulation and Beam Angle Deflection

The internally induced mechanical perturbations are not

necessarily the primary cause of failure, since the energy represented

by the perturbations is never high enough to cause permanent structural

changes. The thermally induced perturbations are more significant,

and can degrade the laser performance on short and long term. But with

a careful design, the permanent nature of damage can be easily avoided.

The primary effect of the gain path modulation and beam

perturbation can be easily simulated in practically any cavity. This

simulation is an excellent test to verify the mechanical and opti'-al

stability of a cavity.

The setup requires a cavity under test, power supply, a

fast detector (integrating) arnd a fast scope.

The input energy to the flashlamp is to be set at threshold.

The integrated output displayed on the scope will reveal spontaneous

Q-switching. This multiple, spontaneous Q-switching is caused byj

the beam path modulation, due to -the mechanical and thermal perturba-

tion of the laser crystal and cavity.

The period of relaxation is typical oi~ the volume of the

crystal, the coolant and jacket, and the damping factor of the cavity

(mechanical rigidity, stability).



Reproduction of photographs of normal lasing,
Q-switched pulse and self-Q- switching.

- --- - Resonator containing 100%7

rear mirror, 50% reflective
- - -front mirror and Nd+ 3 YAG

crystal. Pumped by an
- "FX-33-C-2 lamp.

Input = 10 joules; 150 micro-
seconds pulse.
The crystal size is 50 mm
"x 54 millimeters. Lamp and

-- -- crystal water cooled at 70 0F.

Picture A displays the

Picture A Vertical 10V/cm integrated erTergy output of

Horizontal 50 microsec/cm the normal multirode pulse.
The pulse width is 150 micro-
seconds (measured from the
base to the peak of the S curve).

Picture B displays the same

fill 1 1 -'- •pulse Q-switched. The pulse
44til 1111 11_ 11 .... width is 12 nanoseconds.

I' _

Picture B Vertical 5V/cm
Horizontal 50 microsec./cm

Picture C displays a self-

Q-switched pulse. (the
r Q-switch and polarizerV. - - removed from the resonator)

Q-switching occurs due to
i t , , , ,, l: J , t 1 J , . . ,, t~ t,,. _, , p e r tu r b a tio n o f th e c r y s ta l A

induced modulation
(periodic Q-spoiling).

cture. C--
•'- Pl ~c tur,, 4

P.ctur, 46 Vertical 0. 05V/cm
Florizontal 50 microsec/cm

-'-,-



The beam angle modulation is mainly due. to unbalanced

mechanical design of the supporting elements of the resonator, optics

holders, bases and .;overs. One of the primary offenders is the

cantilever type optical suspension when used, without proper truss-
link stabilization.

2.5 External Perturbations

The external perturbations, causing instability in the

resonators are primarily mechanical and thermal in natv ~

The origin of the mechanical perturbation can be conducted,

caused by solenoids, relays, motors, etc. mounted on the same base as

the resonator. The oscillations and vibrations generated by the mechani-

cal devices are conducted by the common mounting plate or the housing of

the device to the resonator (laser interferometer).

Ii Unfortunately, in most of the cases it is impossible to shock

or vibration mount the Laser Interferometer, because the bore-sighting

of the laser cannot suffer variations, that the highly compliant shock-

mounts would offer.

The external thermal perturbations can be radiative or con-

ductive. The radiative are primarily high temperature heat-sinks, or

thermo-ionic comnonents. The conductive thermal input is usually

[ transmitted through the common base plate or adjacent cover via

contacting surfaces.

Perturbances transmitted through the air can cause severe

modulation of the laser beam within the resonator. Such vibrations are

usually generated by jet motors, rocket engines, and contain a great

deal of acoustical energy. Often the frequency content of the acoustical

vibrations falls within the resonance of one or several optical elements.

In such case, a great deal of instability can be expected. To prevent

most of these inconveniences, a properly damped mechanical structure

is recommended.
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Long term instability can be induced into the resonator,

if the base plate of the resonator is rigidly bolted to a structural member

of the higher system assembly. Mechanically or thermally introduced

stresses will deform the mounting surface, and the resonator base plate

will follow the distortion. This will displace or deflect a cantilevered
or stress sensitive optical mount, and it will induce instability into the

laser interferometer.

In the space-hardened laser transmitter, we can expect

that almost all the internal and external perturbations will be present

during one or the other phase of the life cycle of the satellite.

Before we proceed with the final design of the stabilized

and space hardened resonator, most of the non-variable components

should be examined and selected. The first consideration of the

selection must be given to the small size, light wieght and high efficiency.

The first element to be examined is the heart of the laser

resonator, the Nd+ YAG crystal. In our applications it is desirable to

have a covert monochromatic source with a reasonable short wave

length to match the sensitivity of a proper detector with high Quantrum

efficiency and preferably at room temperature operation. The high gain

of the neodymium (Trivalent) doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet with a

typical emission in the 1. 06 micron band, seems to be a preferentialI. choice. The size of such a crystal in an actual puxmping cavity is

determined by the required output energy. Such crystals vary from 2

millimeters to 20 millimeters diameter and 10 millimeter to 150 milli-

meters in length.

The ratio of the length to diameter is determined by the choice

of the specific type of pumping geometry. The preferential ratio is 1:10

in diameter to length. A compromise in the extension of the length of the

crystal usually limits the energy storage capacity of the crystal and

therefore the penalty , especially in "Q" switched operation is a lower

output limit.
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From the state of the art of the laser technology e

know that a certain volume of active crystal is required to store

and convert a certain amount of energy. This volume will depend

also on the level of dopant concerrtration in the YAG host material.

2.6 The Effect of Neodymium Concentration on the
Performance of the Resonator

In a typical host crystal, such as Yttrium Aluminum

Garnet for short YAG, the amount of impurity induced into the crystal

lattice can va. y from zero (undoped YAG) to a saturation level, where

further increase of the doping, limits the useful speed of crystal grow-

ing. At this level the crystal becomes over strained and the growing

process slows down to unacceptable yield levels.

In a Czochralski growing process (melt-pull) the highest

practical level of doping is about 2. 50 by weight. In the flux grown

method, the dopant level may be as high as 51c. We have examined

a large number of Nd+++ YAG crystals of different Nd concentration I

and various samples were tested in active lasers for the best ratio

of doping versus output efficiency.

Since we are concerned mainly with the pulsed and Q-

switched operation of the Nd+++ YAG crystal, in our idealized trans-

mitter the most important factors to be examined are the ones, that

contribute to the mode stability, lowest thermally induced birefringence

and most efficient pumping of such crystal. The doping concentration

of a crystal cannot be expressed by a simple percentage number 3

because the Nd atoms are not distributed evenly through the crys tal.

The crystal growing process does not favor such distribution. Exam-

ination of many crystal samples revealed that concentration distribu-

tion can vary axially as muc .0%c. The dopant distribution non-

uniformity will not be as drastic in the radial direction, but we should

remember that a finished crystal is cut from a pie shaped section of a

crystal boule and therefore the Nd concentration gradient will not show

radial symmetry about the mechanical axis of the crystal. This may be A
a point to observe in YAG laser design, especially in the case of a single

lamp pumped elliptical cavity. The orientation of the dopant concentration
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gradient across the laser-rod becomes more important with increas-

ingly higher differntial of concentration of the doping. The laser

crystal side, facing the pump lamp will absorbe the highest level of the

pumping energy, therefore the orientation of the YAG crystal may

influence the uniformity of the output beam and the formation of the

modes in the laser crystal. Our laboratory studies indicate that a

perfectly doped crystal will show no difference in the mode pattern

of the output beam, when rotated about its mechanical axis in the

pumping cavity. A crystal with great radial doping differentLal will

show mode pattern change and also mode switching instability at differ-

ent excitation levels, if the orientation of the doping gradient is changed.

The best output of such crystal was obtained when the lowet doping con-

centration side of the crystal faced the pumr)ing lamp in the cavity.

This effect will vary largely with the geometry of the cavity

and the degree of imaging of the plasma into the crystal. In highly

i L focusing cavity, the orientation becomes more important. In highly

diffusive cavity the importance of crystal orientation becomes negligible.

Several methods of minimizin.g the influence of the crystal orientation

were studied and the favorable results will be described under another

section.

Assuming an acceptable uniformity in the doping distribu-

tion, the doping level in a crystal will be one of the primary determinants

of the pumping efficiency, because of the fluorescent lifetime of the Nd+ .

in the YAG. Lower concentration levels tend to increase the fluorescence

and higher concentCration levels tend to decrease the fluorescent life-time.

Typically 0. 10 to 0. 7% dopant concentration by weight, will yield 230

microseconds while 1. 51c to 21c will yield fluorescent lifetime of 100 to

150 microseconds.

For Q-switched operation, a shorter fluorescence with I

higher efficiency would produce higher Q-switched output and shorter

pulse, unfortunately at high concentration of dopant, the optical quality

of the crystal becomes inferior due to the high number of inclusions,

stresses and zones in the crystal lattice. Such poor optical character-

istics actually degrade the laser output more, than the increased dopant

"concentration contributes to the gain of the resonator.
-•I-iI



The longitudinal gradient of dopant concentratio is less

significant in the performance of the Nd YAG laser since this

gain vector is parallel with the axis of the resonator.

In practical applications, the recommended level of

dopant is between .77% and 1. 5%. At -these levels the crystal does not

suffer from an excess of optical imperfections, stresses and growth

rate problems and yields sufficiently high levels of Q-switched energy.

2.7 Radiated Spectrum Matching

The radiated pump spectrum is a function of the lamp

geometry, the gas fill and pressure. To obtain the best excitation

of the crystal, we studied the best cormbinations of the spectrum match-

ing.

Combinations of 2mm; 3mm; 4 and 5 mm plasma diameter

test lamps at energy levels between 2 and 25 joules input to the lamp

were used, pumping a selection of different Nd+3 YAG crystals. The

tests revealed the influence of the plasma characteristics on the output

of the laser. Both Xenon and Krypton filled lamps were used during

these tests. The lamps were filled to pressures of one to four atmos-

pheres. The envelopes of the lamps were selectively chosen from quartz

supersill, germisil and pyrex.

The pumping bands of Nd+3 YAG laser crystals are wellF known in the stateof the art and therefore we will concentrate only on

the interaction of the plasma radiation upon these bands. (See Pictures .7 & 8).

It has been documented, that at plasma levels of 6 to 8

-joules of input to the lamp with 3 mm bore, the plasma does not fill

the available lamp volume. Therefore it is very important to get

a proper plasma initiation, by proper triggering. For the convenience

and expedience, the test cavity did not contain end plates and the pre-

dominant rays coupling the energy from the plasma into the crystal

were the primary reflections and a few skew rays.

I~
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The tests revealed the influence of the plasma size,

F t gas fill and excitation currents, upon the pumping efficiency. It was

confirmed that the plasma temperature (a function of the pulse current

density amp/cm2 ) plays a key rote in the pump band matching and the

efficiency of the laser optical pumping. Lower plasma current density

shifts more energy into .75 and .8 micron bands (see Picture #)

2. 8 The Role of Reflectivity

The optical pump energy, generated in the plasma, must

reach the crystal to produce the necessary excitation and population

inversion. Since a compact laser invariably users linear flashlamps,

the plasma generated energy must be reflected from the walls of the

pumping cavity in such a way as to transverse the crystal and produce

excitation. The choice of this reflective surface will directly influence

efficiency.

The reflectivity of various materials is well known.

(see picture no. 9)

The choice of a diffusive or imaging cavity is governed

by the design of the pump cavity and the crystal surface finish. 1
An imaging cavity utilizes a metal film of reflective material.

Such metals are silver, gold, aluminum, etc. In a diffusive cavity such

substances as Aluminum Oxides, Magnesium Oxides, Titanium Oxides, etc.

are used. These oxides are spray deposited and baked at elevated temp-.

eratures, to bond to the metal pump cavity surfaces. Some pumping
cavities are made of alumina, mullite and other ceramics. The metallized L
surfaces are polished to a high degree of surface uniformity and reflec- I
tivity. The mirror surface of these walls must be protected againstI atmospheric corrosion. The metallization process is a very exacting
science and requires extreme care. (The Raytheon proprietary process

control specification for plating contains over twenty-six steps.)

The mirror surface conitains several layers of different

metals, each individually finished and controlled to a fraction of a

thousandth of an inch.
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An improperly applied finish on any of the interface

surfaces, can trap impurities, which during the acoustical excita-

tion, and the accompanying ultraviolet radiation and thermal shock.

produced by the flash tube will aksorb radiated energy and explode

under the thin layer of the finished surface. The exploding impurities

rupture the surface layer and pop out forming little craters and deposit

debris over the inside optical surfaces. The miriads of small craters

with the exploded impurity around them, form a non-reflecting

(and highly absorbing) layer on the inner reflecting surfaces. This '
effect was observed in connection with silver, gold, aluminum and all

the diffusive coatings used today since all are deposited in multiple

layers (exceptions are the total ceramic. envelopes).

The only way to avoid this catastrophic degradation is to

observe rigid standard of quality control. Contact with the surfaces in

manufacture must be avoided. The entire process must be performed

under clean room conditions.

The optimum reflectivity obtainable in compact lasers

follows pretty much the theorptical work. The diagram (Picture #10)

indicates the relative effic-ency of the same cavity, lamp and crystal

tested, with various reflective surfaces.. The reflectivity is highest

for silver, followed by aluminum, gold and finally magnesium oxide.IP

Current density of about 500-700 amperes in a 3 mm bore

and one to two atmospheres pressure of xenon, will shift the major part

of the pumping energy into the lines located near red. Higher currents,

1000 amperes and over, will shift the pumping energy into the blue end.

(SePicture #5)
2. 9 Pumping Geometry and Coupling

The size of the crystal and the related flashlamp determine

the basic size of the pumping cavity. The theoretical size of the crystal

required to deliver the approximate 50 millijoules is about the volume of[.

a 5 millimeter diameter, 54 millimeter long crystal. Several conditions

demand such volume. First, the laser must be Q-switched in order to

obtain the 15 ns long pulses. Performance of the Nd+ YAG laser in the

L. - -27-
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Q-switched mode is severely limited by super radiance and self-

pumping saturation. This saturation is volume restricted and

follows a well-known relationship between the output coupling

reflectivity and the crIstal volume. (See Picture #11 ). Increased

front reflectivity yields lower level of saturation, because of the

increased effect of super-.radiance. Typically, at 350/c to 40%c output

coupling reflectivity, a 1/4" by 2" crystal saturates at 180-200 milli-

joules, a 5 mm by 50 mm crystal at about 90-110 millijoules a

4 mm by 50 mm at about 50-70 millijoules and a 3 mm by 30 mm crystal

at about 30-50 millijoules. Once the length of the cryscal and the lamp

have been determined, the length of the pumping cavity is fixed; the

remaining choice is then the cross sectional geometry of the cavity.

The geometry of the pumping cavity may well be one of

the most controversial issues in the laser state of the art. Due to the

large variety of geometrical configurations a vast amount of data is

available on the performance of different pumping cavities.

To select the most suitable pumping cavity configurationforth spc adned ae transitr the workDfC Bowe ss
T. H. Maiman; M. Ciftan et al; K. Kamiryo et al ; J. L. Walsh et al

and K. Hamal was reviewed.

From all the studies, C. Bowness' work is related directly

to the requirements of our space hardeneC' cavity. The selected cavity

must have as basic characteristics, efficiency compactness, light weight

and high mechanical stability. C. Bowness' analysis clearly defines the

expected efficiency in terms of tne true energy transfer from the plasma

into the crystal by the imaging of the true optical cross section of the

flashlamp into the lasing crystal, treating the finite sizes and the applied

corrections of such sizes in terms of pumping cavity dimensions.

"The confignr.Ation of an elliptical cylinder was chosen above

the other configurations because of the ease of manufacturing and finish-

ing a cylindrical surface and the minimal amount of metal required to

produce a cylinder of great rigidity, so important for the stability of the

space hardened laser. Another reason for the choice of the elliptical cavity
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I' is the ease of generation of symmetrical duality, to accommodate

a second pump lamp. Generally a dual elliptical cavity is recomn-

mended, if higher power (or energy) is desired, and a single lamp

cannot deliver the brightness desired. In our case the dual lamp*1 approach has a different reason. In the orbit-borne satellite, there
is no possibility of maintenance, the'refore a cavity and the flashlamp

must survive the number of flashes that correspond to the life of the

satellite. The two lamps are fired alternately, and therefore they are

able to extend by a factor of two,the expected life of the laser trans-

'mitter (compared with a single ellipse, single lamp cavity).

In the previous paragraphs we indicated the reasons for

a choice of a 5 millimneter diameter crystal.

Therefore, C =5

Choosing a lamp of 3 millimeters plasma image diameter,

thea 1. 66. From the graph ford- of 1. 66 and a a 0 weca
see that the expected pumping efficiency will be about 601c for simultaneous

firing of two lamps. In our case it will be less, because the lamps

are fired alternately and only one lamp will pump optically at a time.

This is the penalty for the trade-of.L* of double laser life.

Once the dimensions of the cavity are established and the

dual lamp configuration is accepted, the choice between a diffusively

pumped or an imaging cavity approach must be made.

If one chooses a true focusing pump system, one must use

metal film reflectors as described in the previous paragraph. In such ~

a case the outer surface of the crystal should be fine ground to prevent

filamentary lasing. If a diffusive pmsytem or a focal reflective

system is chosen, the crystal surface may be polished. For a truly

imaging reflective cavity, the best results may be obtained by elliptical

focusing of the plasma into the crystal. The placement of the optical

elements in a rcular cavity as compared with the efficiency of an

.ellirm.'ical cay' comparable size and the offset of the elements

within the cir cavity were studied. Picture # 14 presents graphs
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of the behavior of a typical 3 mmn by 30 mm crystal, pumped by a

2 mmn diameter by 25 mm long plasma in silver coated cylinders

* of elliptical and circular cross section. First the circular cross

section is centered in relation to~the crystal and the flashlamp and

also in this figure the graphs present the effects of the offset in

various directions. The graphs indicate that even at these small

dimensions the ratio of the diameters of the lamp and crystal to the

major axis in the case of our elliptical cavity or diameter of a

circular cavity is still significant enough to produce a substantial I
difference in efficiency. In the case of the ellipse, the ratio of the

major and minor axi's is also a significant factor (ellipticity).

The curves indicate that at a fixed minimal separation

between the crystal and the plasma, excentricity of these elements

in the circular cylinder does not introduce significant changes in the
efficiency.

By diminishing the distance between the crystal and Y

flashlamp to the minimum possible and cutting down the size of the

envelope to a "close -wrapped" configuration, one expects to obtain

comparable performance between elliptical circular or slotted con-

figurations.

2. 10 Output Reflectivity

The choice of reflectivity of the output mirror is closely

related to two important factors, to the saturation level of the Q-

switched laser output and to the gain of the cavity. Well-known gain

curves indicate that there is an optimum reflectivity ;,or the specific ;7
cavity gain and pulse length conditions.

Let us accept for optimum reflectivity for the idealized

cavity a value of 407c.

At higher values of reflectivity, the pulse length dependency

on the resonator length becomes small. But at low values, the shorter

cavity (5" long) produces a narrow pulse of 10 no, whereas a longer

cavity (12"1 long) produces a pulse of 20 ns as shown in Picture #15

In' the low reflective cavity, mode beating patterns are detected that
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may be detrimental in the detection of the pulse-echo in the receiver.

Since this phenomenon (quasi-mode lockkivg and rnoae beating) is

dependent of the length variation', of the cavity, on.. can expect that

thermal and stress induced dimensional chianges in tie length oi the

interferometer housing, may transitionally sweep through such 4

condition. This will happen when A be tomes an integral multiple

of the resonant cavity length. Mode beating will occur during the

pulse buildup (as indicated in Picture # 15 ). This length du1v:n

may occur even with extremely stable structure, sirnply d&.e t: the.

thermal and acoustical shock to the crystal, which can "ring" frorn.

this dual impact. Since the propagation coefficient in YAG is different

from the surrounding air, the effective path length of the laser pulse

can be modulated by longitudinal vibration of the crystal. The mode

perturbaticn is partially the result of the choice of the Fresnel number

of the cavity. This relationship is described in the paragraph treating

the optical, design considerations of the space hardened laser transmitter.

Mode beating and other pulse shape distortions were observed often during

our tests.

The attached graphs were obtained during our study of

the role of reflectivity in miniature cavity design.

2. 11 The Stabilization of the Optical Laser Resonator

The reasons for the elaborate design characteristics of the

oscillator is to counteract the described causes of the instability.

The high efficiency of the resonator permits low input

energy operation and therefore minimizes the thermal perturbance

of the crystal geometry. The low input energy also permits efficient

removal of the absorbed and unused heat from the crystal.

Minimizing the thermal gradients, in axial and radial

directions the lensing and wedging effects are negligible for the specified

input energy.

The laser interferometer operates at near saturation, far

above the threshold. The benefits of this operation are: an exceptionally

good plasma fill in the flashlamp; good diffused imaging of the plasma

into the crystal; a stable beam output and divergence; high efficiency in the



pumping cavity. At high pumping levels, the placement of a mode

"* selecting aperture into the resonator, produces highly stable and

* repeatable performance at high output power levels and low order

of transverse modes.

The output level of the oscillator is about 5 megawatts

peak power in multimode. The beam diameter is about 5 millimeters.

To obtain mode stability int- resonator we must consider

the nature of mode forming. The ideal output would be, of course,

pure Gaussian TEMoo output. Because of the complexity, size and

the cost, a second best choice is multimode operation with low order t

modes, but higher than TEM0 1 , TEMI 0 or TEM. The very low

order modes cause constant mode competition in an aperture and

result in beam wandering and path modulation. Performance compari- I
son of efficiency is treated in the following paragraphs.

2.12 Mode Formation and Size in the Laser Resonator

The choice of the Fabry-Perrott resonator configuration is

"* dictated by several .-equisites of the la. er cavity. Virtually any stable

resonator configuration will do the job, but certain elements within

the oscillator will determine the most favored choice of resonator.

It is known, that the TEMoo mode size (beam diameter) is not constant

within the resonator. Therefore it is reasonable to place optical elements

suc* s polarizers, Q-switches and the lasing crystal in the segment of the

resonator, where the beam diameter (mode size) is the largest. This

allows the optical element to operate at the lowest damage density levels.

Choosing a stable resonator configuration of a flat front mirror and a

curved rear mirror (R = 10 meters) 100% reflective and a length of

200 millimeters for the resonant length (L), the TEM mode will grow

as indicated Picture #16

'W 0 -2(71 d)

To measure tht M output, an aperture is placed between the front

mirror and th- iaser crystal. The aperture is slightly larger than the
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actual diameter of the mode to prevent truncation and the formation

of undesired side lobes. The function of the aperture is to prevent

higher order modes from buildup and amplification.

The output of such an oscillator has a Gaussian profile

of energy (or power) distribution. To obtain stable operation, several

electrical and mechanical parameters must be satisfied in the design

of the resonator. This of course applies on either single or multi-

mode operation.

The thermal and mechanical stability of the suspension

of the optical elements is a basic prerequisite. In the space hardened

oscillator this will be accomplished by the specially designed thermally

stabilized optical suspension. The stability of the optical elements is

guaranteed: by the special Ball-Socket optical holders and locking devices.

The design of the oscillator provides for ideal coaxial and

concentric placement of the laser beam in respect to the meciianical

axis of the system. This provides for correct interception of the TEMQ

beam by the aperture, forming a gap, uniformly spaced between the

aperture and the beam. It is important to note that the aperture does notLform the TEM 0 0 mode and it does not determine its size or location.
The aperture only suppresses the higher order modes, prevents their

oscillation and amplification.

mode wave fronts was studied by the Raytheon-LADC staff and by others,

yet very little is known about certain unstable conditions during the forma-

tion of Q-switched "giant" pulses. These unstable conditions lead to a

distorted formation of the wave front oftelsroutput, and cnrbt

to the generation of multiple peaks on the top of a giant pulse, where

the peak power density exceeds the permitted levels and destruction
of optical materials results;. These "hot spots" and "filamentary lasings"

induce material damage, such as craters and bubbles in the optical

elements like mirrors, prisms, crystals, etc.
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The space hardened laser cavity must be designed to

satisfy the requirements of an opt•rmized resonator. Length,

curvature of the mirrors, apertures, etc. are theoretically

determined to obtain the maximum freedom from temporal

distortion and "spike" generation in the output beam profile.

2. 13 The Temporal Stability of the Beam

The low level of the awareness of the peculiar behavior

of the Q-switched giant pulses can be attributed to the speed of the

•beam formation. Realizing that a Q-switched pulse is average

10 nanoseconds in duration, and even this time represents several

passes through the resonator, the distortiorn will last only a few nano-

seconds. The basic available instrumentation in the present state of

the art, does not lend itself for observations of such fast events.

The observation of the temporal distortion is even more

difficult, because of the variance of the phenomenon, from pulse to

pulse, does not permit the use of sampling methods.

The gain saturation induced perturbations in the resonator

containing gain mediamay or may not dampen out during the pulse. This

will cause distortion of the wave front, and the emitted portion of the

laser pul.3e may have a severel'- distorted profile.1• .5

Photographs taken by a profile storing method (imaging the

beam profile on an image inverting phosphor and then scanning the

secondary emission) show that the amount of the perturbance is directly

related to the Fresnel number of the resonator.
The Fresnel number N = a2F -, - for single rectangular apertures

K~ aa
or NF 1 2 for curved mirror radius and

A d apertures :

where a = area of the aperture (rect)

A• a a radii of the mirror apertures
L 2d (dual pass distance) I
d mirror separation

A wave length of the radiation
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In resonators with large Fresnel numbers this perturba-

tion is excessive and quite visible on the photographs as temporal

distortion and high peak power spiking.

With low Fresnel numbers such as unity or less, the
perturbation is absent and the spiking is minimal.

2.14 The Optically Stable Resonator

Setting aside all the thermal mechanical and other

structural and environmental stability requirements, an oscillator

must be optically stable.

For an optical resonator to be stable, it must fulfill the

basic stability criteria

0 < GI 2 <1

or 0<glg 2  < I

because, under such conditions the optical resonators are stable.

Otherwise they are unstable.

SSpecial cases, w hen R = R2  = d (confocal) or R I = R2  d

(concentric) or R1 = R 2 (plano parallel) deserve special attention

and care since they are borderline cases, and with small deviations,

they can become unstable.

I Also special considerations should be given for the eigenvalue
and the geometrical phase shift in the resonator, defined as

i r" d and the Q of the cavity Z1 = d
tit

* - where dt is the total resonator loss due to diffraction, output couplings

absorption, scatter, etc., become all these conditions will determine

4 the mode growth and distribution at the modes and the stability of the

resonator.

Between the numerous possible variatinns of the positive

and negative and infinite radii and different lengths and distances of

the center of curvatures, we have selected the plano-concave mirror

resonator. T i type of resonator has the advantage of containing the
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minhnum Wo on the front coupling mirror reflective surface.

This makes the placement of the TEM0 0 aperture very convenient.

The beam size inside the resonator fans-out and the hyperbolotd of

the beam is intercepted by the rear mirror curve (10 mR). The

wave front at the W is truly single plane and an aperture in this

plane has an ideal location, for the control of the TEM output.

Based on the described studies, a laboratory oscillator
was designed and fabricated. Its output characteristics are indicated
on Picture numbers 16, 17, 18.

The measured Gaussidn profile matched the theoretical

Gaussian profile (within + 57c), as measured with a scanning detector

and displayed on an oscilloscope. The oscillator provided up to 10 mJ

output in TEM in Q-switched mode. The stability of the unit was

tested for several million pulses during a full month period, without

a single realignment of the resonator.

2.15 The Multirnode Laser Oscillator

The basic stability, repeatdbility and optical design of the

resonator apply to both the single mode and the multimode master

oscillator. By removing the aperture from the resonator, the laser

becomes a multimode oscillator. The original design of the Laser

Oscillator intended to obtain, basically, a low order mode resonator,

since the lower the number of the higher order modes in design para- -
I: Imeters, the more output the TEMoo oscillator yields after the insertion

of the aperture.

The multimode design goal was to obtaini a relative low

beam divergence and simultaneously good mode st;Lbility.

Since the uncorrected beam divergence is determined by
the curvatures of the mirrors and the length of the resonator and the

limiting apertures, the numbez of modes and mode sizes should be

determined for a given resonator geometry. In our laser oscillator the

size of the crystal is fixed because of the predetermined output require-
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ment of 0. 05 joule minimum. Previous studies indicate that a

5 mm diameter crystal of 54 mm in length yields a maximum of

I joule output. The volume of this crystal can store . 10 joule of

retrievable energy in multimode.and Q-switched operation. The

defining aperture of the resonator is the end face of the crystal,
s•.rr e no other smaller apertures are ia, the resonator.

Assuming that the waist of the hyperboloid of all the

modes W is generally near the crystal, the far field beam divergence

can be calculated from the crystal apert- re - d - and the empirical

number - m - of the. highest order number of modes, that will fill

the aperture without truncation - TEM *1moq3

Defining 9 as the full angle divergence

+ 21n') 4 X

and accep'•ing the restriction that the highest order mode TEMmoq

will fit into the aperture D

the size of fundamental TEM must be

D
2 W +Zm)-i/2

If we choose m = 0, the output divergence will be diffraction limited.

The choice of numbers between 0 and 3 is not advisable,

because the low order of modes cause instability in the aperture when

the thermal or mechanical perturbations cause nonsymmetrical dis-

tribution of the modes, especially if there is a lateral off-axis displace-

ment of modes due to the perturbation.

Checking for D = 5

and m = 4

4 X. -

i •=( I + 2m) it=
Woban1.06 x 10-3

"V9 x 5

2. 4293 x 103 2.4 milliradians
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which is the uncorrected beam divergence, and the size of the

* fundamental

W0 from the equation
D

2W Do (Il + 2m) /

=6. 3S -1.66
91/

SW° O. 83 mm

Z. 16 Summary of the Study

The study of the parameters of the optimization of the

space hard!ned laser oscillator reveals the following recommendations:

1. The resonator should have a dual lamp, dual ellipse cavity.

2. The active crystal shall be 5 mm x 52 mm Nd+ 3 YAG crystal

with 0.95 tc 1.1% doping level.

3. The flat ends of the crystal should be AR coated flat within

A/10 and parallel within 5 sec.

4. The body of the crystal shall be fine ground.

5. The flashlamps shall have a 3 mm plasma bore and a

plasma length of 44.44 mm.

6. The dual ellipse pumping cavity shall have a high reflectivity,

with polished silver coating, chromate protected per MILL- QQ-S-.3C,•.
7. The resonator shall be 200 millimeters long.

8. The rear mirror shall have a 10 meter radius of curvature and

shall be coated for 1000%c reflectivity at 1. 06 micrometers.

9. The front mirror shall.have 45%/c reflectivity on one of the flat

surfaces and antireflection coated on the other flat surface.

The material of the mirrors shall be shlieren-free fused silica.

10. The polarizer shall be Glan-Focault calcite prisr ,ith all four

windows antireflection coated at 1.06 micrometei

1I. The Pockels Cell should have a Lithium Niobate crystal, cut for

transverse field excitation. The crystal shall have a 1. 5 KV to

2KV A/2 retardation of polarization with an extinction ratio of
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7,7
500 i. mmin. Theaperture shall be a min. 8mm and shall be

AR coated (both ends).

1Z. The resonator shall operate in multimode (4 orders of modes)

and shall hive an uncorrected beam divergence of 2.5 mR max.

13. The resonator shall be of rugged design, stable, mechanical,

* resonance free, to minimize all possible perturbances.

3.0 THE DESIGN OF THE FINAL TRANSMITTER

3.1 The Conversion of SS-219 into SS-223

Since the size, weight, and optical properties of the major components

were firmed up, the first layout of the transmitter was drawn up. The

* location of the major components was established and the design effort A

was divided into two major groups:

The opto-mechanical group reviewed the original SS-219 optical layout

and analyzed properties of the subassemblies from the standpoint of

vibrational shock, and vacuum operational effects on the stability and

also the thermal considerations of the transmitter.

The SS-Z19 transmitter was designed for terestrial use in hand held

mode. Obviously, most of the subassemblies are not directly suitable

for space hardened environment. The main components of the SS-219

are:

The Dest Cover

The Resonator

The "0" Switch

The LPS- 100 Charging Supply

The Trigger Electronics

The "Q" Switch Electronics

(See Pictures #l9through 24)

The pictures reveal the modular buildup of the resonator and the sheet

metal structure of the laser transmitter. The structures are described

in the following paragraph.
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3.2. Laser Head - Technical Description

3.2. 1 Laser Head Design SS-219

3.2. 1. 1 Laser Cavity (See Pictures #25 26 and27)

The laser cavity incorporates the optical pump cavity, the flashlamp,

lamp cooling electrodes, the laser crystal and its thermally conductive

crystal holders, and finally, the fixed coupling optics and adjustable

rear optics into a single modular unit.

The principal purpose of this interferomter is the generation

*1of a laser pulse of a specific duration and energy content at

a specific spectral wavelength.

The interferometer, also known as laser resonator or

resonant cavity (a descendant of the masers and excited

microwave devices) is basically two mirrors, a crystal, and

a flashlamp in a reflective enclosure.

The process of the generation of the pulse can be summar-

ized as follows. A flashlamp filled with a rare gas
(Xenon, Krypton) receives a current pulse from a pulse

forming network composed of storage capacitors and

inductors. The gas is ionized into conduction by a high

voltage trigger pulse (15-20 Kv). The current passing

through the flashlamp, forms a plasma discharge. This
plasma emits photon energy at various wavelengths. Some

of these wavelengths are directed (focused) by the reflective

housing toward the laser crystal. In our case the active

crystal is Neodymium doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet, lor

short Nd+3 YAG. Some of this photon energy is absorbed

by the crystal and it causes the impurity atoms to be

excited in a higher state. When the population inversion

occurs and the excited atoms return back to the initial state,

fluorescent emission occurs at the typical wavelengths of

the impurity (dopant).
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The two mirrors at the t%, n~Of the laser crystal

are aligned normal to the axis l indrical crystal

and are plano parallel with each other rn' a resonator.

The excited crystal in the middle of the resoiuor acts as

the supporting source of oscillation at the waveleng~th

selected by the gain-preferential coating of the optics, in

our case 1. 06 microns.

If the two mirrors were 1007c reflective, this oscillation

would proceed until the entire energy would be consumed

by the losses of the resonator. In order to extract a part

of the energy from the resonator one of the mirrors is

coated for only partial reflectivity. We refer to this mirror

as the output coupling mirror. Any or both mirrors could

be deposited on the end surfaces of the crystal, but that

would hinder the insertion of other elements into the inter-

ferometer and the alignment would depend solely on the

surface alignment of the crystal, with no flexibility of

alignment corrections.

The partially reflecting mirror reflectivity may vary depend-

ing on the application of the interferometer betwen 200/ and

in some cases as high as 901%. This reflectivity will largely

influence the amount of the output energy and therefore

the efficiency of the interferometer.

3.2. 1. 2 Optical Pump Cavity

A cylindrical section of a metal tubing (6) is properly cut down at the

two extremes to form two reference shoulders at the ends of the

cylinder. Two rectangular flanges with elliptical center holes are

pressed on the two refereaice shoulders of the tubing. After proper

polishing and buffing, the assembly is coated with multiple layers of

electrolytical plating with the last layer being pure silver with optically

polished surface. Each end of this central section mates with a heat

sink block.
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, • 3.2.1.3 Heat Sink Blocks

The front end heat sink block (transmitting end) of the assembly (1)

is used as a common heat sink for the crystal holder (10) and the

lamp electrode holder (23). The crystal holders (10-11) are

aluminum mandrels with four, segment preloaded, grips. The two

ends of the laser crystal (19) have two metallized 2 millimeter wide

bands where the grips interface with the crystal and provide an excel-

lent thermal path and mechanicil support. One each of such cylindrical

mandrels is attached to each of the two ends of the crystal.

The rear heat sink block of the assembly (2) is used as crystal heat

sink only, because the rear end of the flashlamp is at high electrical

potential. This end of the flashlamp (18) is the cathode (negative).

The opposite grounded end of the lamp is the anode (positive). This end

is equipped with a knurled button and a cylindrical shank (23). This

-yllindrical shank serves as electrical connection for grounding of the

lamp electrode and simultaneously as a thermal interface between the

lamp electrode and the heat sink block. This lamp extracting button is

locked in place by a set icrew (34), located in the heat sink block.

The heat sink blocks are attached to the flanges of the central section I
of the pumping cavity with four screws on each flange. The side of

the heat sink blocks that faces the central section is also polished and

buffed and plated the same as the cylinder. The crystal holder mandrels

are locked into position by set screws, one in each sink block.

3.2.2 Cooling System

The rear heat sink block (2) provides the thermal path for the rear,

antireflection coated end of the crystal. The back end of the flashlamp

unfortunately cannot be cooled directly by heatsinking it to the blocks

because this end (cathode) is under high voltage (up to 2000 VDC) and it

receives a pulse of 17 to 20 kilovolts upon triggering. The cathode end

cap of the flashlamp mates with an aluminum pole piece holder (15).

this holder is provided with a mating hole for the lamp cap. The

holder is slit in a plane through the axis of the lamp cap mating hole.

The slit does not go all the way to the end of the cylinder and therefore
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it forms a pincer-like form. The two arms of the pincer are preloaded,

and thus exert pressure on the lamp cap, inserted in the mating hole.

A quartz (or sapphire) disc (40) is bonded to this holder with a high

thermal conductivity epoxy to provide cooling.

The entire contact assembly is placed in a epoxy-glass block of match-

ing dimensions of the heat sink block and the remainder of the laser

cavity. Four mounting holes in the epoxy-glass block provide mounting

clearance for four feedthrough screws between the rear optics

assembly and the pmunp cavity.

The electrical contact to the lamp holder is made via a #4-40 screw,

fed through an opening in the side of the insulator block. Two quartz

corona guz.rd tubes are epoxied into this block. One (37) is placed ipto

the bore through the bottom part of the aluminum cylinder to provide

clearance for the laser beam path between the crystal and rear optics

and the second (38) is epoxied into the block ;.dt the cathode end of the

flashlamp. Both serve as insulators between the lamp holder-cylinder

and adjacent metal housings. j
The lamp holder-cylinder is constantly under pressure against the heat

sink due to a spring washer located at the top of the assembly. The

quartz washer - insulating block gap is filled with epoxy to prevent

high voltage corona breakdown to the heat sink.

3. 2. 3 Polarizer and Q-Switch (Electro-Optical)

The polarizer Q-switch and retro-optics are a single subassembly.

An aluminum channel (12) serves as housing for the three adjustable

optical elements. The nearest to the laser crystal is the polarizer (26)

assembly. The polarizer windows are antireflection coated for 1.06

micron radiation. This polarizer is mounted inside an aluminum

barrel (21). This barrel inserts into the opening of the retro-optics

housing. The barrel has a knurled collar to facilitate its fingertip

"rotation in the opening. A set screw inserted in the housing can lock
the barrel into permanent position (33). The rotation of the polarizer

is essential to align the plane of the polarization with the plane of the

Q-switch MC6ianism.
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The retro-optics is a 100%/c reflective coated mirror (27). It has a

10 meter radius of curvature on the coated side. This mirror is

epoxy-bonded into the rear mirror adjusting plate (14). This plate

is mounted to the back end of the. retro-optics housing via a flexible

linkage and two adjusting, spring loaded screws (32). The screws

permit independent orthogonal alignment of the rear mirror with

the optical axis of the laser. When the proper alignment is obtained,

a third locking screw locks the mirror in permanent position.

The Q-switch assembly (13) is located between the polarizer and the

retro mirror. This assembly is housed in an epoxy-glass swivel

holder. The holder is suspended on a sliding pin and swivels about

a ball joint (16) on the top of the assembly. The holder is spring

A loaded on the pin against two taper tipped adjustment screws (28).

These screws work against two inclined planes on the Q-switch o

holder and provide orthogonal adjustment for the Pockels Cell.

The faces normal to the "A" axis are metal coated and serve as

U ielectrodes. The Q-switch pulse is applied to these electrodes.

3. 2.4 Evaluation of the System for Conversion

The cooling method of the laser crystal used in the SS-219 system

can be used directly in the'space hardened laser transmitter. The

heat transfer from the crystal was studied and tested to be about 10

times more efficient than needed in the space laser. The input energy

into the laser pumping cavity is 10 Watts maximum in the SS-219 and

•I • it is 1 Watt maximum in the space laser, SS-223. Neglecting the lack

of radiational and air-convection heat transfer, the 10 times smallerI ,1power input indicates reliable performance in the SS-223 system. The

single flashlamp cavity in the SS-219 is not recommended for the SS-223

because the single lamp failure would mean total loss of transmission,

therefore two lamps will be fired alternately in a dual ellipse cavity.

This extends twice the expected length of the life of the laser trans-

mitter. In addition, the reliability of the laser is increased, because

in case of a lamp failure, the second lamp will still work and the

* "transmitter will still transmit at one half of the repetition rate, at full

power output. The optical mounts of the SS-219 system are not suitable
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for conversion and a new approach was recommended. The use of

the LINOBATE "Q" switch and Calcite polarizer is advisable, but

new mechanical alignment systems for these elements is mandatory.

The overall layout consideration should be changed to a rigid frame-

work, from the present sheet metal structure.

3. 2. 4. 1 Mechanical Space Hardening

Virtually all parts of the SS-219 laser head had to be modified or

redesigned. The central pumping cavity in the SS-219 system is a

single lamp single ellipse cylinder. The space hardened concept

requires a dual elliptical cylinder to accommodate the two flashlamps

and the single crystal located in the center of the cavity. The heat

sink blocks were redesigned to accommodate the dual lamp geometry.

K A new gen:.iration of optical holders was developed and designed. The

J basic design philosophy of terestrial use of a laser was totally dis-

carded since such design is service oriented. The space hardened

laser does not have need for "easy access" to adjustments or flash-

lamp exchange etc. Once in orbit, the laser cannot be serviced. The

cooling considerations are also different from terestrial lasers, mainly

due to lack of "air cooling" provisions. The entire heat load must be

conducted away from the heat absorbing components to the heat sinks

provided inside the satellite.

The final design concept of the resonator optics went along the lines

of a previously developed Raytheon concept of super-stable optical

holders. This concept incorporates the rigidity and ease of the initial

alignment of resonator. The mechanical rigidity and stability is
A achieved through a special concept of non-beam-translating optical

suspension, perfectly balanced and locked into permanent position
after the proper alignment.

3. 2. 4.2 Problems of "Standard" Optical MountsII
In the previous paragraphs, we have pinpointed the most predominant

causes of perturbation induced instability in laser interferometers.

In fact, the same conditions apply to amplifiers and other optical
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systems too. The reoponse of the optical suspensions to the perturba-

tions Is measure of the quality of the optical mount. 1
Several stringent requirements regulate the quality of such suspensions.

The best of such suspensions must have mechanical rigidity, fine

adjustment, reliable repeatability, istepless advanced, fine resolution,

locking provisions and preferably no translation.

The simplest suspension is a pivot and two adjustment screws on a

mounting plate. The screws are spring loaded against the plate.

Such suspension is simple and inexpensive, but it does not provide pro-

tection against translation and stepped motion and thereiore the

repeatability is not too good in such a suspension (see Picture #28). f

The next more sophisticated suspension is the cross-cut optical holder.

This system provides high compliance for the adjustment of the optical

element, but it suffers from vibrational instability, poor repeatability

and bad motion (see Picture #29). The closest to the ideal suspension

is the "Cardan" or "Gimbal" suspension. This suspension features

three concentric rings of diminishing diameters. The outer ring serves

as base, the second and third ring move in the X-Y planes. The center

ring serves~ as the optical holder. This is the favorite optical suspension

supplied by most of the manufacturers. The "Cardan" technique permits

true independent X and Y adjustment with no cross translation, but the

rings are invariably magnetically coupled to the adjusting screws. This

technique is very poor for vibration, and even worse for resetting the

stepless motion (see Picture #30.).

Since the adjustment screws or micrometers are not spring loaded,

during the alignment procedure considerable blind travel occurs due

to the backlash on the threads; and since there is no locking provision

on the units, during the operation in a vibrating environment, the

alignment constantly changes. Other weak features of this system are

the pin bearings, interconnecting the concentric rings, and the off -plane

mounting of the optics.
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Plate "A" is rigidly mounted against
the optical reference bench. Plate

B "B" is supported in three points, "C",
""I'D", "E". Points "C" and "D" are

D• spherical tips of two micrometers
"F"and "IG". The third point is a

ball or pivot "E". The plate "B" is
. pressed against the points via springs® "H" and "J". When adjusting micro-

meter ''F", plate "B" moves in a
J Tplane defined by the connecting line of

points "E" and "D". Similarly, adjust-
ment on micrometer "G" causes plate
"B" to move in a plane defined by rota-
tional line connecting points "C" and "E".

I, H@

B D A

. • F

J

To prevent plate "B" from turning around 0 0
the point "E", two "V" grooves are pro-
vided at points "C" and "D". The groove
in pad "C" is parallel with the base of
plate "A" and the groove in the pad "D" is
perpendicular to the base plate. There-
fore the two grooves are normal at each
other. The rounded tips of the micro- E
meters should slide in the grooves, but
instead they "step" on the opposite edges
of the grooves.

I dL- F- l

Ii. AL /CoQBL
--/°°QL B3 I E

• [QL" 1 QI., 2 •

Co0C C0+ACo E Thermally the mount is sensitive

to variations, because of the
different materials and lengths
of these materials, connecting

\.\\-\\\\\'\\\\\\\' 7\\7\\\ the plate "A" with "B". Changes
U' in ambient temperature detune

0 the laser.

Picture #28 Parallel Plate Optical Mount
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The cross-cut optical mounts feature a thin

wall, high compliance tube "A" with two
sturdy flanges at the ends "B" and "C". The
thin wall tube is provided with slots, two
each, across each other on the opposite sides
of the tube. Each successive pair of slots is
rotated 900 to obtain a cross-cut pattern.
Sometimes the thin wall cross-cut tubing is
substituted by three springs. Flange "B"I is
mounted on a plate perpendicular to the'
cal base plate. Three screws are screwed
into three taped holes in the base flange "B"
passing through three clearance holes in the
flange "C". The optical element is mounted
in the recess "E"' of the flange "C".'

DJ

Initially the three screws are tightened, [
compressing and prestressing the cross- D
cut tubing "A" or the springs "D". Indi-
vidual loosening of any screw will permit
the flange "C" to rotate in the plane con- D
taining the connecting line determined by
the other two screws. Note that the align-
ment system is not orthogonal! The temp-
erature immunity of these mounts is supe-
rior to the parallel plate mount, but the
shock and vibrational stability is inferior.

B -

,orDC

The adjustment is not stepless and the

resetting is not easy. There are no . - - I
locking provisions for the optics, and -

overstressing the tube "A" or springs - 5,D$ I
I'D" make the mounts useless, requir-

ing repair. Under shock or vibration,-
these mounts change position of the
flanges and are free to vibrate
(as shown on detail "X'') introducing
material fatigue and failure.

Picture #29 The Cross-Cut and Spring Mounted Optical Mounts
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The Cardan or Gimbal mounted

optics is the most widely used
optical suspension for laboratory
or limited field use in lasers and
other optical systems. They
more sophisticated optically and
more complex mechanically than
all the other systems described.
Unfortunately, they were designed
for laboratory use with ccntrolled

D enviroiment in mind. No large
temperature variations or shock &

A vibrations are allowable in use.
Compared with the parallel plate
or the cross-cut or spring mounts,
this complex and sophisticated
mount, suffers from all the ills of

SE the previous mounts combined.

The mount features three concentric
rings as the linkage between the opti-

F cal reference base and the suspended
optical element. The outermost seg-
ment "A" is mounted to the base and
contains pivots "B" and micrometer

/,This micrometer pivots

segment "D" about the
pivots "B". Segment
"D" contains micrometer W
"E" which pivots mount G
"IF" about pivots ''G".-
The optical element is iiJ
mounted ta surface "H". t I,

, jI

The two micrometers "C" and "E' provide
I orthogonal adjustment to optical element H

"J". The adjustment is not free of transla- .
tion and is not stepless and repositioning is
not accurate, largely due to pivot bearing, Z '
magnetic walk-off and free backlash in the
threads of the micrometers. No locking
provisions are available and the smallest

!, shock or vibration destroys the alignment.

Picture #30 Cardan or'Gimbaled Optical Mount
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A large variety of optical mounts presently existing on the market

can be traced to the four basic configurations, studied and presented

herein. All the variations on the four basic concepts feature,

primarily, changes in the details that do not influence the basic

problems of each one of the basic design. Some feature increased

radius on the bolt-circle of the adjustment screws or micrometers.

Some apply differential micrometers to improve the adjustment

resolution. Some use prisms instead of mirrors and others apply

compound spring action to increase the rigidity of the mount. None of
these refinements improve the stability or th~e immunity to shock,

vibration and thermal perturbances of the optical mount.

Another area of the defficiency in the optical mounts is the method of

fi-xing the optical element to the adjustable mount itself.

The optical element, usually glass, quartz or some optical crystal,A
is of a considerably different coefficient of expansion than the material

of the mount, which is usually metal. The interface of the two repre-

sent a serious problem area and an ideal solution would be a grated

transition similar to the grated seals between glass and metal, where

the transition from the metal to the glass follows step with consecutively

small differentials from one step to the next.

3. 2.5 The New Ball-Socket Optical Suspension System

After years of study of the problem areas of the optical mounts,.

Raytheon LADO has developed an optical suspension, which is free of

all the mentioned problems.

The basic principle of this suspension is a locking ball joint, with the

center of the optical surface in the center of the ball. 4~
This arrangement permits independent X-Y motion, by the sliding

of the ball in the ball-socket. Once the alignment is achieved, a f

locking ring presses the ball against the socket and no further motion

of the ball is possible.
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During the adjustment the ball is spring loaded against the socket

and this provides a smooth, stepless sliding motion. Due to the

nature of the ball-joint, no translation is possible. and the beam doe s

not "travel" on the surface of the optical element. The locked ball

in the ball socket guarantees the highest possible resistance against

shock and vibration.

The ball-socket optical suspension concept has other distinctive

characteristics besides the mechanical rigidity and optical stability.

*The design of the supporting mechanical* members was accomplished

w ith perfect dynamic balancing for immunity from rotational and

temperature variational perturbations. Complete axial symmetry of

the elements guarantees immunity against dynamic unbalance at high

r'~9 ,gloadings and the thermal cross sectional symmetry permits large
temperature. variations without the daager of optical misalignment

(see pictures

During the study, we have measured in our laboratory, the thermal

effects on the largest selling laboratory precision mounts, of the type

I described in Picture #30. After mounting a mirror on the mount, a

helium-neon laser was pointed at the mirror and reflected back on a

meter scale on the wall. A precision thermocouple was mounted on

the optical mount. The optical mount was alig ied to a spot on the

meter scale. The mount was heated by hot air to a temperature 50 F

above the ambient (70 F). The spot traveled 3 mm, at a distance of

6 meters, indicating 10 microradians per degree (F thermal drift.
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3.2. 5. 1 Development of the Ball-Socket Optical Suspension

A sphere, located between two hemisphe-
rical sockets, and provided with a gap,
has complete freedom of rotation in all
directions. Applying pressure on the

- hem-ispherical sockets, the sphere is
locked into a position, and will not be
able to move, unless the moving force
overcomes the resistance presented by

(4 the friction of the mating surfaces.

Addition of clamping screws to
the ball sockets, a sphere lo-
cated in between the sockets
can be positioned in any orien-
tation and then by tightening the 4_ýlro

screws, the sphere can be
locked into alignment. A mirror Sphere-
mounted in the center of the
sphere will reflect, but not trans-
late any impinging beam of light. -Bl okt

4 Cutting down the volume of the
I sphere to a segment of a sphere

and placing the segment into a
j single spherical socket, we

obtain the same freedom of
movement and the locking capa-
bility. The radius of the curva- J

- ture of the spherical mount is
determined by the size and lo-

~w cation of the optical element.
To use a segment instead of a
complete sphere is sufficient,
because the required alignments
of the optical elements seldom
exceed + 50. The screws in
this case serve not only for
locking, but also alignment

function.

Picture #31



a

Since the clearance hole "a" describes
a radial path during the adjustment of

b the screw "b" the head of the screw is
hemispherical and rides in the spheri-d cal socket "c". To prevent the stress1 in the screw "b", a floating ball and
socket type captive nut "d" is insertede into the socket "e".

e The captive nut
assembly hasIn practice a ball socket corn-i- freedom in the

bination does not require con- f plane of the guidetact on the entire surface of d pin 'If" indicated
its members, the socket is by the arrows.
reduced from a hemisphere to
a countersink. The slanted
contact surface of the socket
is tangential to the surface of
the sphere.

Two optical holders can be accom-
modated on the two sides of a com-

b 2  mon socket plate. The adjustment
-4--- - - - screws are located orthogonally

(b - b2). The locking screw, b2,is'located opposite centered onihe
same bolt circ-le. The alignment
begins with loosening of the screw
b, and the optical holder is aligned
with b, and b . Then b3 is tightened
locking the alignment permanently.

b3

Picture #32 I
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The two odependent

orthogonal adjust-
ment screws b1 and
b2 can position the
centrally located I
mirror "m" into any
position within a b /
cone angle of 10'. 1

/\ / I p
/ \ U /

bI/

Ii, !2
b/ A typical rear view of a dual

mout.Screws band b2 pro-
/vide for X and Y adjustments

g3ye•. of the rear mirror. Screw b3
is the corre-ponding locking

,m gscrew for the rear mirror
91 1,- system. The "P," ond the"

\1/ •'z• -djustment sc re-ws adjusf the

b,, Pockels Cell I.ocated on the
, l topposite side of the socket

• plate. This arrangement per-•I mits the alignment of the rear

mirror and the Pockels Cell
./ "" from the same lo.-qtion.

I%
/

Picture #33



Mt

The permanent locking of the
aligned olitical mount is accom- D
plished by the locking mechanism.
The locking mechanism is com-
prised of, the locking screw "A",-
the universal joint "B", the
return spring "C" and lockingJ disk I'D"."•k T

' Drawing -X- indicates the relative C
location and the possible freedoms /
of motion for the key components I.
of the locking mechanism. O/

The universal joint "B" is seated
in the stationary plate "E", permit- -W
ting the screw "A" to rotate about ./
its longitudinal axis limited to a cone
of freedom of 10 degrees. This
freedom is necessary to follow the '1
deflection of adjustable plate "F".
Spring "C" loads the plate "IF" mounted
sphere "G" into socket "H" against counter
points "K" and "L" represented by the two
orthogonally located alignment screws.
Loosening or tightening the alignment 7
screws, sphere "G" slides in the socket /
"H'H" in any direction (see drawing -Y-).
Once alignment of the optical element is
accomplished, the screw "A" is rotated counter- -
clockwise (unscrewed). This motion brings the
locking disk "D" into intimate contact with the plate
"F". In this position, plate "F" has no freedom of
movement any longer.

LJ
1K

E L Drawing -Z- shows the
-Y- K optical mount in locked

F position. In this condition
the orthogonally placed

H -alignment screws "K" and
--- '" "L" and the locking screw

""G H ''"A" are stressed h, the
same direction by the same

- amount of stress. 'The

C,- -- partial sphere "G" is
SG pressed into the socket "H"

by the sum of stress forces
D eAGf ''"A', 'OKI', OIL" and it is

P stressed in the opposite
CC direction.

D
JA

Picture I'4
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3.2. 5.2 The Ball-Socket Suspension in the SS-223 System

The Spaceborne SS-223 system requires a.great deal of mechanical and

* thermal rigidity and stability. The extensive study of optical mounts

convinced us to design the SS-223 laser system based on the ball-socket

principle. The optical elements involved are; the front mirror assembly,

the polarizer, PockelB Cell and the rear mirror assembly.

Since corrections of adjustments of the optical alignment are not pos-

sible during the lifetime of the laser, the simple clamping of the mount-

ing sphere of the optical components was adopted.

Based on this clamping method, the neces-

sary assemblies were designed and fabricated. After the fabrication,

the components were assembled, the optical elements were installed

and the first optical test of the laser cavity of the SS-223 system was

conducted.

On the outset of the tests, two major areas of problems surfaced. One
of the .: obiem areas was the interface of the thermal contact from the

flashiai.ip to the heat sink. The second area was the high voltage con-

tact breakdown to the ground contact area.

The removal of the absorbed thermal energy from the flashlamp is

accomplished by the electrical contacts interfacing the lamp electrodes

with the heat sinks. The ground side of the lamp is thermally and

electrically connected to the heat sink through a double cullet contact.

The double cullet is formed from two independent finger-chucks,

connected together at their bases. The larger diameter outer chuck

is clamped into the ground side heat sink and provides thermal inter- H
face and electrical contact. The ground end of the flashlamp is

inserted into the inner, smaller diameter finger chuck and provides

the necessary electrical and thermal interface.

Since the two finger chucks are connected only at their common bases,

the common base is floating and the inner finger chuck with the common

foating base permits the inserted flashlarnp ax:ial, radial and nutating I
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* A
freedom. This freedom is neceisary, because the large temperature

differentials in the flashlamps produce considerable dimensional

* changes and introduce stresses and strain into the quartz or pyrex

envelope of the flashlamps. The compliance of the double cullet,

built up from the double coaxial finger chucks, protects the flash-

lamp against shock, vibration and thermal stress while providing

good thermal and electrical conductivity.

The problem found with this interface was excessive brittleness of

the dual cullet assembly. The defect was traced down to improper

temper on the phosphor-bronze material used on the parts. Determin-

ing the proper annealing temperature, the newly fabricated parts were

stable and no more catastrophic failures were recorded.

The high voltage end of the flashlamp has ar. identical dual cullet,

except the high voltage end cannot be grounded and therefore an inter-

face sleeving was developed to be used between the dual cullet and the

heat sink assembly. The sleeving was fabricated from alumina and

was metallized on the inner and outer surface for more uniform

thermal loading. The metallization was not connecting the inner

surface of the sleeving with the outer surface. A gap between the two

metal bands provided high voltage hold-off of 20 KV in high vacuum and

normal atmosphere.

The interface of the outer metallization to the thermal sink was accom-

plished by a special spring design, that provides simultaneously excel-

*I lent thermal conduction and high mechanical compliance.

The breakdown of the high voltage end was traced to improper sealing

techniques. The electrical seals were epoxy-bonded teflon and poly-

vinyl wire jackets. The bad adhering properties of several different

brand epoxies eliminated the use of this sealing method. A redesign

of the sleeving permitted an epoxyless seal and no more high voltage

breakdowns were noticed. Solving the two main problem areas, we

proceeded to test the resonator on the laboratory optical bench with

external laboratory power supply. Alignment of the resonator was

accomplished and normal mode (long pulse), lasing was obtained.



The polarizer and Pockels Cell were installed,and realigning the

resonator, "Q" switched operation was obtained. The results

"are recorded on Picture #40..

3.2.6 The Mechanical Layout of the SS-223 Laser Transmitter

The satisfactory testing of the laser resonator led to the final layout

design of the space hardened laser transmitter.

The temperature test ser;.es and simple laboratory induced shock and

vibration (rubber mallet and mechanical vibrator) tests confirmed

the soundness of the design. The size restriction of the available

satellite space was determined as 8 inches of basic length and 4 inches

by 4 inches as height and width, not including cable connectors,

switches' mounting brackets and attachments.

Considering the rough 128 cu. inches of available space and subtract-

ing 40 cu. inches for the housing, the remaining space of 88 cu. inches

and estimated volume of 62 cu. inches of components determined a

packing density of about 7017.

The layout was divided into three levels of cord wood type assembly.

The lower level was reserved for the laser resonator and pulse

forming storage capacitor.

The second level was reserved for the charging power supply and

trigger circuits for the two flashlamp3.

The third level was reserved for the timing generator, timing logic,

multivibrators, "'Q" switch logic and the T detector electronics.0
A Faraday shield was to be placed betwieen the charging power supply

and logic board. A fiber optics linkage is to carry the signal from

the rear mir:or to the To detector-amplifier on the logic board.

00
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from a Lab Power Supply at I PPS.
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"4.0 THE SPACE HARDENING OF THE ELECTRONICS
I." The space hardening of the electronics of the SS-219 ran parallel

with the space hardening of the mechanics and optics. The first

step covered the study of the existing SS-219 electronics comprised of

the LPS-10OAQ charging supply, the trigger supply and Q-switch

supply. The charging supply bears the ESL-14871 PC board assembly

number, the trigger supply is designated ESL-14885, and the Q-switch

supply is ESL-14872.

4. 1 Technical Description of the LPS-10OAQ Power Supply

4. 2 Inverter Power Suppl Logicy'_

The driver and logic circuits for the LPS--100AQ power supply

(see drawing ESL-51268) contain a variable frequency UJT clock oper- i!
ating at ?.O KHz. This clock is an oscillator adjustable from 15 to 25 KHz.

The master bystable oscillator operates at a rate of 10 KHz (one half of

the clock frequency). The slave bistable is gated from an inverting AND

gate, gated by the output level of the voltage sensing operational ampli-
fier. When the voltage across the PFN capacitor is zero, the operational

amplifier turns the inverting gate on and this turns the slave bistable

oscillator on. The slave b. o. output drives a pair of buffer gates andI they in turn drive the power transistor chopper. Through the power

transformer and cascade doubler the PFN capacitor is charged up at a

constant power rate up to 1000 VDC (adjustable). When the capacitor

reaches the selected voltage, the voltage comparator operational ampli-

fier turns the inverting gate off, which in turn shuts the slave off and

it turns the buffers and the power transistor chopper off. This stops

the charging process. After a certain time in single shot operation,

the high voltage on the PFN capacitor will drop due to internal leakage

and external bleed-off in the voltage sensing divider. This is sensed

by the comparator, and the entire process starts up for a brief period

of time. This replenishing rate oscurs at 100 millisecond intervals,

in 20 millisecond bursts, at a voltage differential of 11c of the PFN L
voltage. The voltage comparator utilizes a reference Zener diode

as comparative base.

BI
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The charging rate is a function of the input voltage and the value of

the reactive limiting capacitor and the frequency of the clock. It is

adjusted to 950 milliseconds charging time at the lowest (18V) battery

voltage. With higher battery voltage, this charging time shortens to

450 milliseconds at 32V. The repetition rate of the power supply

laser combination is given by the timing UJT clock. This clock is

set for a I second rate.

When the system is switched to repetition rate mode, the clock and

charging circuits start out simultaneously. At 950 milliseconds or

sooner, the charging process stops and the system waits for the

timer pulse. After I second from switch-on, the timer clock fires

the trigger circuit,and through the flashlamp, the PFN capacitor voltage

drops to ztro. The voltage comparator starts a new cycle and the time

clock fires at 1 second intervals.

In "Manual" mode, the same UJT clock starts out with the charging

circuit, but it is inhibited from firing for the one second. Attar 1

second, depressing the manual FIRE button, the UTT fires on demand

once, then it is inhibited for 1 second and the FIRE button does not

operate during this inhibit interval. This feature prevents firing of

the laser at lower than preset PFN levels.

4.3 Trigger Supply (See Drawing ESL-51268)

The trigger supply contains a storage capacitor . 15 microfarads,

a charging resistor, 200 kilo-ohm, a KN-22 Krytron, a pulse trans.-

former, and a trigger transformer. The high voltage for the trigger

capacitor is derived from the PFN capacitor and charges simua.,ane-

ously with it, through the lOOK ohm resistor. Upon the signal from

the timing clock, the pulse transformer fires the Krytron, which in

turn discharges the trigger capacitor through the primary of the

trigger transformer. The secondary generates a 15 to 20 Kilovolt

pu1ze and fires the flashlamp. This then discharges the PFN capaci-

tor through the secondary winding of the trigger transformer.

.........
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This trigger supply will operate satisfactorily with voltage between

700 and 2500 VDC on the PFN capacitor.

4.4 Q-Switch Supply (ESL-14872)

The Pockels Cell electronics contains a DC to DC inverter supplying

2-3 KV (adjustable), an SCR, Q-switch capacitor, pulse transformer,

Krytron and the cell load resistor.

The 24 VDC id derived from the unregulated +B supply. This voltage

is applied to a series regulating voltage stabilizer. The emitter-base

voltage of the Q, series pass transistor is stabilized by the reference

voltage developed across the voltage divider, R-2, and the adjustable,

R-3, stabilized by CR4 reference zener diode. Adjustment or R-3

tap-off will change the level of the stabilized voltage. The stabilizedI: voltage across capacitor C-1 supplies the self-excited chopper supply

comprised of power transistors Q? and Q3and transformer T-2.

The secondary of T-Z comprises a series reactance capacitor C-2,

storage capacitor C-3 and two high voltage diodes CR-1 and CR-2 in

voltage doubler (full wave) connection. The high voltage stored on

C-3 is connected to the Pockels Cell high voltage terminal via R-7

through R-15. R16 through R-24 supplies the "keep-alive" terminal

of the Krytron KN-22. The flashlamp firing pulse generated by pulse

rate clock is delayed in the 342CJ delay 1C, about 120 microseconds.

The delayed pulse fires SCR CR-3, which discharges capacitor C-5

through the primary of transformer T-1. The secondary of T-1 gen-

erates a pulse of about 450 VDC and applies it on the grid of the

Krytron KN-22. The KN-22 is triggered into conduction, and acts- as

a short circuit across the Pockel.s Cell, removing the electrical field 3

from the crystal. The crystal without the field applied, passes the

laser radiation and permits the generation of a giant pulse.

4. 5 Radiation Study of the LPS-100 AQ Power Supply

.A space radiation effects analysis was conducted on the LPS- 100

power supply for both permanent and transient degradation. The

external free-field environmental levels were defined by



Dr. S. Mellman of NRL. The levels were based on a five-year

mission life with the satellite in a synchronous orbit at apprr xi-

mately 600 nautical miles. The free-field environments were

defined as:

Electron Fluence - 5.7 x 1010 e/cm2 (E=l MeV *YAG*)

Proton Fluence - 1 1 3 p/cm2 (E=l MeV *YAG*)

Total Dose - 106 RADS (YAG)

The conversion factor for RADS (YAG) to RADS (Si) was defined by

Dr. Mellman as 1. 06. For all practical purposes, YAG may be con-
sidered to be interchangeable with Silicon with no loss to the analysis.

In translating the free-field environments down to the electronics

levels, a total aluminum shielding thickness of 300 mils was used.
1013 fr2For proton translation, it was assumed that the 10 p/cm free-field

!! level had an erergy spectrum based an Van Allen belt radiation. The
same assumption was used for electron fluence translation.

The reason for this translation was to optimize, to the fullest extent

possible, the effects of shielding of the satellite and equipment packag-

ing for a resu-itant comparison to rnown proton fluence data in a

20 MeV monoenergetic range.

For permanent damage effects the following items were found to be

deficient:

0o ME 340 Transistor

o MU4891 Unijunction Transistor

o Pockels Cell

The MJE 340 and MI4891 problems can be solved by proper preselec-

tion and adjusting circuit characteristics to accept the degradation;

the Pockels Cell must be total dose tested to accurately estimate the

nuclear effects.



For transient effects, it was determined that the LPS- 100 can

operate through the estimated transient environment.

Data/Calculat ions

The data and analysis precented herein are based on generalized

effects and parts information within. the agreed scope of work.

As such, the effects data presented herein should be utilized as

being only indicative of the effects on the power supply; those areas which

pre3ent serious problems should be examined in greater detail and

possibly be subjected to verification tests.

The Internal Radiation Environment

* In order to relate the specified free-field environnaent to effects on

components, the following steps were taken:

0 The total thickness of the oateilite and electronscs

packaging w'as determined (approx. 300 rnil3).

o The electron and proton stopping ranges

(aluminum) were determined.

o The free-field fluences were then adjusted using typical

Van Allen electron and proton energy spectrums (Ref. 1).
A4

Electron Fluence

Figure A-I shows the range curve and stopping power for electrons

in aluminum. For 300 mils or 2. 3 g/cmn, it is seen that electrons

with energies less thar. 4 MeV are stopped by this thickness of

aluminum. Noting the worse case electron curve of Figure A-2, it is

seen that 2-3 orders of magnitude reduction in particle fluence is

obtained. This would reduce the free-field environment from

10 2 t57 0 8
5.7 x e/cm to 5.7 x /cm

Proton Fluence

Figure A-i also presents the range curves and stopping power for
2

protons in aluminum. For 300 mils or 2. 3 g/cm , it is seen that

protons with energies less than 70 MeV would be attenuated completely.



Referencing the proton data of Figure A-2, it is seen that a factor

of 30 reduction in the free-field environment is obtained. Essen-

tially, this reduces the internal environment to approximately

3. 3 x l0II p/cm2 . The calculation shows the typical anticipated

response; specifically, proton fluence is less conducive to being

attenuated than are electron fluences. In addition, the electron

and proton spectrums will "harden" in content, and therefore,

for the purposes of proton effects analysis, the attenuated energy

spectrum will be assumed to lie above 20 MeV.

Total Dose Environment

Because the total dose environment is essentially a function of the

~. -• electron/proton depositions, the external free-field total dose will

4 be reducea by at least a factor of 10 or greater. For the purposes

of analysis, the internal total dose will be assumed to be 105 RADS (Si).

Permanent Damage Effects

In order to assess permanent damage effects on the LPS-100, data

was abstracted from References 2 and 3. In order to assess the

effects of electron radiation on general power diodes, data was analo-

gized to neutron effects on these devices. Figure A-3 presents data

on the ko\,. n effects of electron and proton fluences on semiconductors.

Figure A-5 presents neutron effects data on capacitors; Figure A-6 J

presents neutron effects data on resistors. Figure A-7 and A-8 pre-I,' sent neutron effects data on general electronic components.

Using this data, it is now possible to assess the effects of electron/

proton fluences on LPS-100 components. For ease of summary,the

effects analysis is presented in Table 1.

It must be stressed that the data presented in these figures is general

in nature and should be used only as an indicator; failure levels defined

in the data may, in particular design applications, be quite acceptable.

On the basis of the data presented in Figures A-3 through A-8, the

following considerations were struck from the analysis:

i



o Effects on Resistors and Capacitors

o Effects on Tube Devices

o Effects on General Electronic/ElectrLcal Items

(Piezoelectric crystals, meters, relays, etc.)

Transient Effects

The specified internal total dose of 10 RADS (Si) is produced by the

energy deposited by the combined electron and proton fluences. To

take the specified total dose and amortizje it over a five-year opera-

tional lifet;ne is not acceptable.

In order to arrive at a meaningful dose rate estimate, the use of

auroral and solar flare data was made. Reference 4 provides ruch

data and this data is summarized in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2

Summary of Aursral/Solar Flare Data

SFluence Dose Rate

Electrons Protons Electrons Protons
e/cm2 /sec. p/cm2 /sec. (r/sec.) (r/sec.)

Auroral 10 105  2. 8 x 104  1.4x10l

Solar 10 2.8x10"2

Accordingly, the highest dose rate observed is in the order of 3 x 10

roentgens/second. It should be noted that this dose rate is a surface

dose rate on the exterior of the vehicle or satellite. The proton dose

rate could be lowered by an order of magnitude in passing through the

satellite and electronics package skin.

In past experience on. IDP's and other test programs (Ref. 5), discrete

transistors and diodes showed no measurable photocurrent generation

at dose rates on order of magnitude and gzeater above the estimated

internal dose. Integrated linear/digital logic circuitry showed no

false switching at dose r; , an order of magnitude, and higher, in

.
.



comparison to the dose rate estimated for the ILS-0O. It It there-

fore concluded that the ILS-100 can operate without any transient

malfunction in the specified environment.

Conclus ions/Re commendations

Permanent Damage Effects

In assessing permanent damage effects on the ILS-100, the following
items were noted to be either failures or at least questionable:

o Transistor ZxMJE340 - Will undergo severe p decreases

(60-700). The device should have preselected 3

characteristics corresponding to the minimum required

" j-3 for proper operation, with degradation at the specified

fluence (and low temperature) taken into account.

0 MU4891 - Unijunction transistor will undergo severe increases
in threshold to fire voltage characteristics. Three options

are available to solve this problem: a) Perform definite

testing to accurately substantir'te effects, or, b) Replace

the device and circuit concept in entirety, or, c) Adjust

circuit capability to perform with degraded threshold to

fire characteristics.
J

0 Pockels Cell - Device is questionable at the specified total

dose levels. Testing must be performed to ensure opera-

bility to the same degree as the Laser YAG.

Transient Effects

The LPS-100 is sufficiently hard to withstand the estimated transient

environment. Corrective action is not necessary to meet operational

requirements at the estimated transient environment.

(N. B. : The radiation study of the components was conducted by

Mr. Mike Gabrian of Raytheon Company, Environmental Assurance

Engineering.)
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4.6 Space Hardened Circuit Design (see drawing ESL-51269)

Component Changes

As the result of the radi&tLon effect qtudy of the LPS-100 power

supply, the new space hardened power supply was designed without

the critical and space sensitive components.

The first basic change is in the method of the clnck pulse generation

for the chopper.

The LPS-100 utilizes UJT transistors for the clock pulse generation

and also for the firing pulse generation. The space hardened

LPS-113 power supply was designed to use positive feedback excited

Schmitt trigger circuits as clocks for the choppers. A 367 CJ inte-

grated circuit is used to produce the required clock pulses for the
PFN charging supply and for the Q switch supply. The timing for

the two clocks is different, since the circuits of the two choppers

contain different reactances.

Circuit Changes

Another departure from the LPS-100 is the Q switch charging supply.

The LPS-113 does not utilize self-excited inverters because the

radiation study indicated a considerable P3-change in the chopper

transistors. The LPS-113 Q-switch s,.pply utilizes the same circuit

as the LPS-113 PFN charging supply. The fact is that all integrated

circuits in the supply logic are equally utilized by the two charging

channels. One half of each IC operates in the PFN channel and the

second half of each IC operates in the Q switch supply channel.

The next departure from the LPS-100 is the duality of trigger circuits

and flashlamp circuits in the LPS- 113. At the very beginning of the

study, we have pinpointed the flashlamps as the shortest life span

components. It was evident that by utilizing a dual lamp cavity, the

life of the space born laser transmitter could be doubled.
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Dual Lamp Firing

The dual lamp approach required lamp switching and a study was

undertaken to find the best switching method. The i.nvolved high

current (hundreds of amperes) and high trigger voltage (15-20 KV)

in a small enclosure preempted the use of relays or solid state

switc -s. The simplest approach seemed to be the use of two

trigger transformers (series injection) connected to a single PFN

capacitor.

Each trigger transformer, when connected to its individual flast-l

lamp and its individual trigger supply, permits it to be fired

ii.dividually. This allows alternate firing of the two flashlamps.

From the point of reliability, this circuit arrangement improves

not only the life expectancy of the laser by a factor of two, but in

the case of catastrophic failure of one trigger-flashlamp channel,

the second half still operates at full power. The laser transmitter

will continue transmitting normally, except for the slower pulse rate.

Another change in the design of the LPS-113 resulting from the radia-

tion study was the shielded and encapsulated packaging of the radiation

sensitive components, such as pulse transformers, Krytrons, detectors,

etc.

Increase of the Efficiency

A special effort was spent in increasing the efficiency of the charging

circuits. Certain losses are inherent in any charging circuit and

almost nothing can be done about that. Such losses incorporate the

forward saturation resistance of the chopper transistors, the resis-

tance of the wire on the transformer, the losses in the magnetic core,

and the reactive losses of the stray capacitances and inductances and the

diode switching losses on the secondary side. All these losses amount

to better than sixty percent in miniature charging systems.

Miniature charging systems must use small cores in the transformers

and thin wire cross sections to meet the small volume and weight

requirements; unfortunately, both contribute to considerable losses.

...



The forward resistance at saturation in the transistors is a

function of the voltage applied and the basic nature of the junction

ene rgy gap. A typ ical . 8 to 1. 2 volts will be more s ignif icant at

low voltages when the saturation voltage is a high percentage of

the supply voltage than at let us say 110 V where it represents

less than one percent. Also for the same am .nt of power trans-

fer, the low voltage source requires high current, increasing the

INR losses and lowering the efficiency.

Tuned Charging Circuit

The losses introduced by leakage inductance and stray capacitances

were minimized by the choice of toroidal cores, fabricated from
high frequency ferrite materials and the special coil winding tech-

niques ituch as sectioned secondary and bifilar primary coils.

The ideal transformers would transfer only the resistive load com-

ponents as reflected impedance from the secondary to the primary.

To approximate this condition, a circuit was designed where the fo
(chopper frequency) could be varied to "tune" out all the reactive com-

ponents of the circuit and to draw only current through loads appearing

as close as possible to pure resistances.

'rests made on several breadboard setups indicated that a sharp

resonance exists i*n the chopper- rectifier circuit. A typical circuit

drawing 5 to 6 amperes DC from the battery supply and delivering

10 Watts into a resistive load, at resonance dropped to . 8 anr oeres,

while still delivering the 10 Watts. In the final design the frequency

of the toggle clock is adjustable by potentiometers (R-2 and R-4 on

ESL-51269).

Supply and Load 'Isolation

In PFN charging power supplies, one of the prime concerns of the

designer is the load line problem. At the beginning of the charging

cycle the storage capacitor is a virtual short circuit load on the

secondary side of the charging circuit. At the end of the charging
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cycle the load becomes an infinitely high impedance, Anywhere

in between the two extremes the impedance constantly increa~ses.

The short circuit load condition will cause the chopper transistors

to operate in the rinsafe area and will lead to thermal puncture of the

junction of the transistor. The primary current is limited in this

case only by the series resistances of the components such as

diodes, transformer winding resistance, etc. This indicate! an

equal amount of energy to be dissipated in components and stored

in the capacitor.

The Constant Energy Charging

In space born power supplies, the sources of the power are invariably -

solar cell charged batteries. The battery life ic considerably shortened,

if high ratios of peak power to average power are demanded by the loads.

Such loads are undesirable, because they place an unusual demand on

the regulators of the supplied power.

The circuit developed for the space hardened laser power supply does

have a 1. 2 to I ratio and has a built-in short circuit protection (load). -

(see Picture #1)

This unique circuit utilizes the principle of full wave voltage doubler

circuit, modified for reactive current limiting service and short

circuit protection.

A standard voltage doubler circuit (a) charges alternately the two

capacitors C1 and C 2and the load is connected across the two series

connected capacitors.

The value of the Eou is Em x K, where K would be theoretical limit.
In practice, it is less than that, depending on the losses of the circuit.

The voltage doubler circuit was chosen, because it requires only one half
of the number of turns on the secondary of the high voltage transformer,
and so it reduces the insulation requirements and minimizes the wind--i
ing capacitance and leakage inductance and the inductive reactance

of these undesired characteristics does affect the chopper circuit



performance, because they are the primary causes of "spiking",

high transient switching voltages across the chopping transistors,

and. they generate a high amount of RF interference hash.

Temodification of this circuit involves the change in the com-

ponent arrangement on the secondary of the power transformer.

Fi rtt, the capacitance of C1 is reduced and the one of the C2 is

increased. The diodes Dand D2 are rearranged to perform the

following way (Follow picture # )

In the first half cycle of the chopper, Q is conducting. This induces
a voltage into the secondary with negative polarity on the top of the

secondary and positive at the bottom of the secondary. Such polarity

F ~biases D1 into conduction and charges C1 to approximately to

Eprmr N xida (In the actual circuit this is 700 VDC.)

StThe second half cycle, Q 2 conducts and this reverses the polarity

across the secondary, placing positive polarity on the top of the

secondary and negative on the bottom of the secondary. D1 is back

biased and will not conduct. The voltage E 2 across the secondary

(700 VDC instantaneous) and the voltage stored across C 1 (700 VDC) are

D zand the charge is dumped into C Z*After N number of chops, the

C2 eventually charges up to E t level, which theoretically is 2E or

E+ E 2final (1400 VDC).

The ratio of the reactances X and X2 will determine the number of cy
cycles required to make E t 9 2E V

It is evident that not only at the beginning of the charging cycle,

current will be determined by the terminal voltage at the transformer

and the capacitance of C1I and the chopper clock frequency. In the

actual circuit, the voltage comparator circuit stops the clock whenE
reaches 1 KV. The high reactance of C I determines the short circuit

current and also the charging current. The amount of energy stored

by C1 is constant. and therefore this charging method is constant

energy type.

""I'll-,... .. .
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4.7 Circuit Layouts

Based on the study of space environmental behavior of the LPS-100 I
power supply, the space hardened LPS-113 AB supply was designed and

fabricated, utilizing two circuit boards with electro-magnetic shielding

in between.

Since the SS-223 space hardened laser was designed for SPACE-

ORBITAL SERVICE, NO PROVISIONS WERE MADE FOR SERVICE

OR MAINTENANCE! The CORDWOOD type laser assembly is made

layer by layer, and wire interconnections are made by solid soldering

between the layers. Q

The lower layer, located above the Laser Transmitter and Storage .

Capacitor is the ESL-14864 charging supply board and the upper layer

of the cordwood package is the ESL-14865 driver logic board. The

two boards together are designated LPS-113A and LPS-113B. Together

with the storage capacitor they constitute LPS-113AB power supply.

This supply is shown on the ESL-51269 schematic diagram.

4. 8 Operation of the SS-223 Laser

The SS-223 space hardened laser is designed to operate in an UNMANNED

space satellite. Therefore, it does not contain any controls,indicators

or meters.

For the prelaunch checkout, a remote control unit, LPS-113C is available.

The diagram of the LPS-113C is shown on drawing #ESL-51270.

To operate the SS-223 laser, a DC supply of 18-32 volts, protected with

a 1 ampere circuit protector should be connected to the power input

coaxial connector through a shielded cable. The center conductor of

the connector is POSITIVE (+); the grounded connector shell is

NEGATIVE (-).

When operated from the remote control unit, a suitable cable is installed

on the unit and all it needs is to be connected to the connector on the

laser.

Whenever the DC power is applied to the laser, unit is ARMED

AND READY TO FIRE in 10 second intervals.
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a 5 VDC, 10 microsecond or longer positive going pulse applied to

the "Trigger IN" BNC connector on the laser, the laser will deliver

a Q-switched pulse of 60 millijoules energy and 8 to 10 nanoseconds

every 10 saconds.

The remote control box does have a 50 ohm cable with a BNC

connector. This cable can be connected to the "Trigger IN" BNC on the

laser for terrestrial checkout operation.

4.9 Operation from the Remote Control Box

'For prelaunching checkout, connect the two cables between the remote

control box and the laser transmitter as described in the previous

paragraph.

Connect the input cable of the remote control box to a suitable DC

power supply (24 VDC, 2 A) protected with a 1 ampere circuit protector.

Connect the RED banana plug to the POSITIVE and the BLACK banana

plug to the NEGATIVE terminal of the power supply.

Before turning on the power supply, make sure that all required safety

measures against exposure to laser radiatio-a are satisfied. Personnel

in vicinity and exposure prone, must wear proper eye protection, and

must be advised about the laser radiation. Proper provisions must be

made to prevent inadvertent entry of unaided persons into the Laser

Test Area! Accidental exposure probability must be zero!

The switches on the* remote control unit should be in POWER OFF; SS;

METER VOLTS positions. Turn on the power supply. Turn the

POWER SWITCH TO ON on the remote box. The meter should read in

the BLUE safety zone (20 to 25 VDC).

Switch the METER SWITCH to AMPS. The meter should read first

about 600 milliamps and then drop to 290 milliarnps. This indicates

that the charging cycle was completed at 600 milliamps and the system

is now "jogging" at 290 milliamps and is ready for firing.

If the fire button is depressed before the 10 second interpulse period,

or during the charging cycle, the remot box logic will reject it and

tha laser will not fire. Depressing the "FIRE" button at 10 second

intervals, the laser will produce a laser pulse on demand.



If automatic operation is desired, the c-'tra. swawtch on the remote

control box should be switched to REP loaition. To turn the system

OFF, switch the "POWEP" switch inti. OFF position.

Depending on the power supply voltage, the cur 7ents and charging

and jogging times will vary. The described va)u-s apply to a 24 VDC

setting on the power supply voltage dial.

New Circuit Functions

The basic functions of the circuitry of the LPS- 1l3AB are identical

with the functions of the LPS-O00QA power supply. Reading the LPS- 100

power supply operational description and observing the LPS-113AB

schematic diagram, the operation of the Master Slave Flip-Flop,

buffer gates voltage regulator, choppers, high voltage bridges,

trigger supplies and Q switch supplies and voltage control circuits

are identical.

The basic difference is in the dual master clock, the alternating logic,

and the dual instead of a single lamp and trigger circuit arrangement.

Another difference is the absence of the timing clock and firing control

in the LPS-113AB circuit, and the addition of second driver and

voltage sensing circuit in the LPS-113AB (IC-5).

The locations of the major components and adjustment controls are

indicated on the photographs.

Caution! If the top cover of the laser is removed, LETHAL HIGH

VOLTAGES are exposed. Be sure that the power is disconnected and

ALL CAPACITORS ARE DISCHARGED. Before operating the laser,

READ ALL PRECAUTIONS!

4.10 FINAL AND ACCEPTANCE TESTING

The SS-223 space hardened laser parts were fabricated and final assembly

was completed. The final testing of the unit was recorded in the Engineer-

ing Records Book #21554, Page 80.

The tests performed were complete functional check on all controls,
""lses and circuits.
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The final lasing test was performed with 850 VDC on the PFN

capacitor of 40 microfarads. This corresponds to 14.4 joules input

into one flashlamp. The Pockels Cell voltage was set at 1450 VDC

and five consecutive shots were fired into a Balistic calorimeter.

The Q-switched output was recorded as: 60 mJ; 63 mJ; 62mJ;

62 mJ; 61 mJ in 10 second intervals'.

The output was also photographed with a TEK-519 oscilloscope and

a high vacuum photodiode detector. The output pulse measured4

8 nanosecond pulse width at the 1/e points.

The beam divergence was measured 2. 2 milliradians at half power

full angle.

The tests were concluded on April 23, 1975.

The representative of NRL, Dr. Steven Mellman, was invited to witness

the consecutive tests and to effectuate the acceptance anu authorize

the shipment of the units.

*1 i

Acceptance Testing

The acceptance testing of the SS-223 laser was registered in the Engineer-

ing Data Book #21554, Page S1, entered on June 6th, 1975 and witnessed

by Lorand J. Wargo for Raytheon Company and by Dr. Steven Mellman

for NRL.

The following tests %e re performed. The output of the laser was

measured at 23 VDC input. The charging cycle was meas.'red at

600 milliamperes, 7 seconds and then 3 seconds jogging time at

290 milliamperes. The laser fixed after 10 seconds and delivered

62 millijoules output energy in a TRG-100 Energy Meter.

Pulse width measurements were not repeated because the TEK-519

oscilloscope did not operate (no synch ronizatior. of the sweep).



A second measurement of output ener'g& was made. The same

instrument was used as at the first test. The output was 64 millijoules. V

The pulse rate of the laser was measured, and confirmed to be

10 seconds.

Finally, the PFN voltage was adjusted to 900 VDC and the Q-switched

output was 90 millijoules.

After this test, the SS-223 laser, the remote control box and a pair

of space lamps was transferred to Dr. Mellman.

i r1
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